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PfllU' Oil tIllITlI 
COVER NOTE 
THE CLASSMATE i, grateful to 
many people this holiday season. 
First, our sincere appreciation is 
extended to Kay Aflund, well 
known Carmel artist, for gra · 
ciously allowing us to use her oil 
painting, "Midnight at the Mis-
sion" for our Christmas cover. 
Next, we would like to thank the 
Carmel Art Association whose 
help in finding an appropriate 
painting was invaluable . And, of 
course . .. our gratitude is agai n 
extended to Murle Ogden fo r re o 
producing Miss Aflund's painting. 
See About the Cover, page 26. 
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lln .l'uwriam 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 
Commander - in - Chief 
lln ill'uwriam 
WORDEN GRAHAM LASHBROOK 
Lieutenant, United States Navy 
T his issue of The Classmate comple tes its 
third year o r publication, and to mark the 
event we have reprin ted the covers o r each 
issue to pay tribute to those people who 
worked so diligently for the magazine in the 
past. The Classmate has come a long way 
in three years and we hope it will continue 
to serve the Postgraduate School fo r many 
more yea rs to come. 
More important, though, this is our 
Christmas issue, a lime for well wishing .. . 
however, rather than merely passing the 
pleasantries of the season, may we suggest 
that, in the light o r the tragic events of the 
past few weeks, each o f us honestly search 
our hearts so that Christmas 1963 will have 
a real, lasting mean ing. Let us arden tl y hope 
that the year 1964 will pass in the light of 
love and peace for all mankind . . . to 
uphold the principles that we have fought 
for . . . to strengthen the ties that bind. 
May we wish for all of you the joy and 
peace of Christmas and the b lessings o f a 
happy, successful New Year. 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
The first general board has been held 
and the chairmen are fast preparing another 
interesting six months for the wives at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. We know that 
you will want to foll ow the proposals by 
reading the agenda o f the November meet-
ing printed elsewhere in this issue. 
It is a pleasure to work with such an 
exceptionally fine group of women. Their 
primary concern is to enthusiastically serve 
all of the students' wives. I hope you give 
them the opportunity. or course, an organi-
zation as large as this one needs the thought-
ful suggestions of its members. If at any 
time you wish to o ffer ideas or acti ve par-
ticipation on a certai n committee o r event, 
contact the appropriate chairman. There is 
an abundance o f unused talent in this or-
ganizatio n. Please offer yours! 
The Christmas month is always a good 
time to ask. for help. But the present hoard 
also wishes to extend to you and your fami-
lies the most joyous of Christmases. We 
shall see you in 1964. 
Thank YOU. 
With this third anniversary issue of The 
Claumate comes a time to say goodbye and 
an opportuni ty to say thank you ... to a 
gen tleman who needs no in troduction-
CAPT H. A. Thompson. 
CAPT Thompson, who has been Director 
of Logistics for quite some time, will be re-
li eved o f his duties early this month 
It is with a great deal o f regret that The 
Classmate bids him farewell. His avid in-
terest and support have been a strong influ-
ence in the growth o r this magazi ne . . . the 
time he has devoted to the advancement of 
this literary eHort is gratefu ll y appreciated. 
The Editors 
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OFFICERS WIVES CLUB 
One hundred and twenty members of the 
Officers Wives Club gathered (or a Card 
Party in the Bali Room on November 21. 
The Hospitality Committee, headed by 
Cenny Peterson, and Program Chairman 
Luree Sharrah, had a gay evening planned. 
Early arrivals socialized over coffee and 
punch and after being welcomed by Club 
President Marguerite Andersen, everyone 
settled down to a U nOl so serious" evening 
of bridge. We won't mention the scores 
except to say that the high was quite high 
and the low was very low! 
Prizes or Christmas decorations went to: 
First, Mrs. R. B. Wampler; Second, Mrs. A. 
C. Casciato; Low, Mrs. H . D. Hanson; Hon-
ors, Mrs. J. L. Underwood; Deuce, Mrs. R. 
F. Abels. The door prize, a dried arrange-
ment, was won by Mrs. L. D. Bauer. 
Since there will be no December meeting 
we'd like to take this opportunity to wish 
you a Merry Christmas. Watch for the Pink 
Flyer with details of our January get.togeth. 







Curricular and Section Leaders' wives 
were guests of the General Board of the 
Officers Wives Club at a coffee held in the 
Bali Room on the evening of November lB. 
Honor guests were Mrs. Charles K. Bergin, 
Mrs. Robert D. Risser and Mrs. William B. 
Pellett. 
The new President, Mrs. T. C. Andersen, 
welcomed the guests, thanking them for 
thei r cooperation and assistance in the past 
and asking them for their continued sup· 
port. She expressed appreciation for the time 
and help given by them to the wives in their 
groups. She mentioned the desirability of 
activi ti es to help fill in the long hours while 
husbands are studying and stressed the im· 
portance of the Wives Club in this area . 
The Board Members were introduced-the 
elected officers and commi ttee chainnel1 
who will be work.ing to keep the club inter· 
esting and stimulating. 
Guests were entertained by a film and a 
demonstration of artistic cake decorating. 
Five cakes were iced, quickly and beautifully, 
by Mr. J acob Doll of Carnero's Bakery. The 
cakes were greatly admired, especially by 
Mrs. Bergin, and there was much laughter 
when she managed to pull her own number 
when drawing for the door prize. The 
Thanksgiving and Christmas cakes were 




Viva Voce Vote 
MEETING OF THE GENERAL BOARD 
November 4, 1963 
Motioru Carried 
1. The Great Decisions Program will be 
put on the Activities Jist subject to the ap-
p :oval of the legal officer and other proper 
authorities. 
2. An etiquette program will be put on 
the Activities list. 
3. The music for the Choral Group will 
be provided by the OWC treasury. 
4. An interior decorating class will not be 
' ponsored by the OWC. 
5. Registrants for various OWC courses 
must be registered by membership card num· 
her as well as by name. 
6. The Activity coordinators will check 
into unregistered members and see that they 
get their cards immediately. 
7. The names of persons participating in 
OWC sponsored activities who have not paid 
their dues will be turned in to the President 
for further action. 
B. Personal notes will be written in the 
event of tragedy or illness. 
9. The Courtesy chairman will continue 
to send flowers unless otherwise stipulated 
by the immediate family of the bereaved. 
10. Stamped, addressed, sealed envelopes 
containing invitations to the coHee for the 
section leaders' wives and curricular oHicers' 
wives will be sent by the Courtesy chairman. 
II. The program for the November gath. 
ering will be left to the discretion of the 
Program chairman and will be confirmed by 
the Governing board. 
12. The November gathering will be held 
at night. 
13. The board will vote the funds neces· 
sary to have a potluck. dinner in December 
for the International wives and their hus· 
bands. 
14. The amount of $100 is allocated to 
the International Committee for a six month 
period with the remaining funds returning 
to the OWC treasury. 
15. The board approves a bill lor $401.97 
for Delmas and Delmas silver with the un· 
derstanding that the OWC treasury will be 
reimbursed. 
At otioru Denied 
1. That hula lessons be considered as an· 
other activity oHered by the Activities Com~ 
mittee. 
2. That the International wives be con-
tacted for a talk on CbriSlmas customs in 
their countries at the coffee for the section 




Poge Th, .. 
OFFICERS WIVES CLUB OF THE 
U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
(October 15 to October 31, 19(3) 
CREDITS 
Balance on hand 
Profits from Autumn Ball 
Special Projects (silver) 
Membership 
Door prize receipts . 
Refreshment receipts 
Exec. board coHee 









Balance on hand. . 


















MlLLlE MA YFlELD, T rttuurn 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
FROM YOUR 
OFFICERS WIVES CLUB 
CASA 
'age Four 
Chaplain H. D. Johns 
US Ha'rY photo 
CHRISTMAS MUST BE REAL! 
Christmas must be real. It can be seen. 
It speaks. It can be felt. The spirit of Christ-
mas is Divine but it appears in human 
scenes because Christmas is for people. 
Christmas can be seen. I saw it yesterday 
in the face of a little girl as she gave thanks 
for food; and later in the day, I saw it in 
the eyes of a Sunday School teacher asking 
(or names o( families with children who 
have need ; and then last night I saw it in a 
pamphlet asking for donations for research 
in muscular dystrophy. 
And Christmas can be heard. I heard it 
one evening last week in the tones 01 an 
organ as it played the Ave Maria, and in a 
Robert Shaw recording of majestic Christ-
mas Carols. 
And Christmas can be felt. I felt it this 
morning in the briskness of the air; and I 
felt it too, in the crowds of happy people 
mingling in the shopping center. 
Christmas must be real! 
THE CLASSMATE 
Cbtlpla;n J. J. O'Connor 
US No.,., photo 
WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT? 
The story is told of the five year old rd· 
ugee being shown around a huge American 
department store by his American foster 
parents. The toy department virtually 
stunned him, jammed as it was with toys 
of every description displayed in prepara· 
tion for the Christmas rush. The youngster's 
.eyes grew wider than moons, and he ran 
(rom one item to the other in astonished 
delight. But bit by bit his face clouded with 
disappointment, to the wonder and chagrin 
of the watching adults. He began to look 
everywhere-up and down the aisles, under 
the tables, behind the counters. Finally, 
frustrated, he turned to the grownups and 
plaintively asked: "But where is the Child?" 
There was an uneasy, embarrassed si-
lence, while adult looked at adult self-con-
sciously. Then suddenly a store official 
sprang into action. "Find a Christmas crib 
at once," he directed a subordinate. UNo, 
on second thought, lind two of them. Put 
d~~ 
HOME FURNISH I NGS 
755 BROADWAY SEASIDE, CALIFORNIA 
WE HAVE MANY FINE UNES OF 
FURNISHINGS IN CONTEMPORARY-
MODERN AND COLONIAL DES/GN-
WITH THE ACCENT ON SATISFYING 
YOUR PERSONAL TASTE. 
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one here in a prominent place in the toy 
department, and the other one at the main 
entrance to the store." The official turned 
then to the delighted refugee child, and pat-
ted him almost reverently on the head. 
"Thanks, son," he said. "Thanks lor re· 
minding us old duffers of what Christmas 
is all about." 
" ... and a little child shall lead them," 
As we chaplains pray that all of you have 
the happiest Christmas ever, we pray at the 
same time that you will all find ffthe Child" 
in your hearts, and will beyond any doubt 








Christmas Day Masses 
ooOI-Midnight Mass, Powers Hall 
080<>-Admin. Bldg. Chapel 
100<>-Naval Air Facility 
1215-Powers Han 
PROTESTANT 
December 22 - Christmas Sunday: 
1000 and llOO-Christmas Worship 
I600-Sunday School Christmas Pro-
gram, King Hall 




I900----Service of Carols and Candles, 
King Han 
December 25: 
Family worship in the home. 
S.lIg Original Kofod·Lor .. n Design Irom Denmark JrT.OO 
Alia Solid 'ongkok reok Armcllolr JO.DO 
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\. MIL I T ~~~! O";~!!.~,: ~mla'1l:l ilo"~r' aaWmaoYnAthlrO, mmSyhOChmerl.satmndashwavasinmg an dOe ~~ ditional candlc~lighting and carols, and they " visited English friends on Chrisunas Day memorable and moving by the Chinese pco-
The "night before Christmas" isn't always 
December 24 - and jolly 01' Santa isn't 
always the bearer of gifts, but sometimes the 
good spirit looks more like a toothless 01' 
witch! Or how would you lik.c: a live turkey 
as a Christmas gift~r await, instead of 
Santa's sleigh, an icebreaker bringing po-
tatoes? 
Think we've gone giddy already with the 
holiday spirit? Not so, for we've just been 
hearing about some of the fascinating expe-
riences that military people have had while 
celebrating Christmas during overseas duty. 
For instance, Mrs. George Lyne tel ls us 
that there isn't a Christmas celebration at 
all in japan. Rather, New Year's Day is the 
big holiday, and doo rs are decorated for 
j anuary I instead of December 25. The 
stores are decorated with our traditional 
trimmings, and Christmas trees are on sale, 
but Mrs.Lyne says it was a little strange to 
see all the stores and offices open and no 
holiday spirit. 
An almost " international Christmas" was 
experienced by LT and Mrs. j ohn E. Wild· 
man when they were in Cairo, Egypt, on 
embassy duty. There again, Christmas was 
not a national holiday, because the predomi-
nant rc:Jigion is Mohammedanism. But it is 
interesting, we learned from Sally, that the 
world's oldest Christian church, the Coptic, 
is in Egypt, and they celebrate Christmas a 
week after ou r Christmas. However, the 
American and European colonies celebrated 
on De«mber 25, with much exchange or 
customs. Sally says they were invi ted to a 
for their Yule celebration. South Amuican pIe, ado it was a Christmas in the true 
friends visited after Christmas Eve Mass, Christian meaning of the word." 
and the Wildmans attended Christmas Day In 1952, Ray had been stationed ncar the 
~:rvices at an Anglican church. Even the lown of Hsinchu (or some months with the 
Moslems enjoyed the day, says Sally, by dec· MAAG Croup. For some time, he had at-
orating, visiting and presenting lovely gifts. tended a mission church, where the priests 
A most interesting fact is that the Moslems included a Catholic missionary from Santa 
have built a tomb for jesus, ready for His Barbara, a Spanish priest and two Chinese 
return to the earth, and it is built next to priests. The only Navy "type" anywhere 
that of Mohammed. around, Ray had made many friends at the 
In Puerto Rico, january 5, Three Kings mission and among the Chinese officcrs and 
Day. is the big day when the Kings visit the civilians. 
children. Mrs. john MeGhan says it was a Shortly before Chrislma~ feeling very 
little unusual to have Christmas dinner in lonely because of a hitch in mail delivery, 
Bermuda shorts, with palm trees outside. he was surprised one day to have delivered 
The opposite extreme was the Christmas three large, live turkey~ a gift from the 
Day spent in Antarctica by LCDR Lou Chinese officer in command. Next came two 
Helms, who spent the day snowed in while bushels of tangtrines from the mayor, and 
anxiously awaiting the arrival of a supply then a tie from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-
ship on December 26, which is still Christ- shek. He was invited to attend a Christmas 
mas Day, Greenwich time. party that the missionary had arranged for 
Mrs. Arthur Dexter Fowler arrived in the local children, some of whom walked 
Naples, Italy, with her family only two thirty miles to attend. Following the party, 
weels before Christmas. While the family a Chinese Santa appeared, and then all 
celebrated in the American manner on De- attended Christmas Eve Masses. And in the 
cember 25, they observed that, although the midst of people with whom he could com· 
day was the religious observance of Christ- municate only in the feeling of Christmas--
mas in that country, the children's part of by expressions of joy on the chi ldren's faccs, 
the celebration was not until a week later, by the music of Christmas which was the 
when a good witch visited all good children. same regardless of language, and being able 
Decorations were primarily trecs trimmed to worship the Christ Child in a common 
in the yards, loaded with beautiful rtbau_ manner where language is no barrier- Ray 
ble:;" instead of lights. had, as he says., "a true Christmas." 
Perhaps the most memorable experience So, as our military personnel have found, 
of Christmas in another land was that of Christmas i.s the same the world over, even 
LCDR Ray Wink.e1, as a young bachelor, in if the date is different, the symbols of the 
Taiwan (Formosa). rr-rnere," in his own season changed and the language unfamiliar. 
words, ff in a strange land and lonely because -Jan. Loman. 
at the ttltranee to beautiful Carmel Valley . . . Safeway 
from Dtcembtr 14th 
Brinton's Cannel Rancho Hardware 
Dick. Moore's Carmel Rancho Pharmacy 
Sunshine Center SeI£ Service Laundry 
"Dry Cleaning (pressing service) 
Golden Chann - The House of Beauty 
Inga-Britt Slenderizing Ie Contouring 
Security National Bank 
Carmel Rancho Union Service 
(Bill Lemos) 
The Wells Boole. Store 
Suds" Scissors Pet Shop 
House of Lyn Fashions 
The Music Box • Records 
Anderson Carmel Rancho Liquors (catering to 
party needs - delivery service 624-2100 • 9 a.m. 
to to p.m. daily) 
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CHRISTMAS IN MONTEREY ~ 
A two week vacation in one of the nation's 
prime tourist areas! What a nice Christmas 
gift that would be! And that is what United 
States Naval Postgraduate School students 
and their families can enjoy this December 
when books can be put away on the 20th 
and (we wives hope) ignored until Jan-
uary 6. 
The attractions of the Monterey Peninsula 
are widely heralded. The Peninsula is ac-
claimed as one of the most strikingly beau-
tiful and interesting areas in the United 
States. Each year thousands of visitors spend 
a great deal of time and money travelling 
here. Yet many of us are here for one, two 
or three years and fail to take advantage of 
the many pleasures so readily available. 
Christmas leave provides an excellent op-
porlunity to ffdo lt the Peninsula's sights. 
A special treat for youngsters at any time 
of the year, but most particularly during 
the pre-Christmas season, is a visit to Santa's 
Village near Santa Cruz. While Santa's Vil-
lage may not be included among the more 
famous attractions of the area and the cyn-
ical might dismiss it as just another amuse-
ment park with a gimmick., a trip there can 
provide a delightful day's outing for the 
very young and the young in heart. 
In addition to special rides, gift shops 
and displays, Santa, Mrs. Claus and Santa's 
elves are there. The young boys and girls 
can tell Santa what they want for Christmas, 
have their pictures tak.en with him, and have 
their names recorded in his golden book of 
good children. s.,veral USNPGS students 
and their families male a practice of visiting 
Santa's Village annually December 24. One 
wife described the Christmas Eve atmos-
phere there as so real she felt she should 
sit on Santa's lap and tell him all the things 
she wanted. 
The trip to Santa's Village takes just a 
little more than an hour. Picnic grounds are 
available for those who wish to pack. their 
own lunches. 
Santa Claus also will be in Monterey. On 
December 6, he will attend a free children's 
Christmas party which will be hosted by the 
Downtown Merchants' Association in the 
downtown shopping area. Gifts and snacu 
will be given to the youngsters. 
A tour of Monterey's old historic adobe 
homes is of great interest at any time of 
year and several of them will be especially 
decorated for the holiday season. By follow-
ing the red street lines through downtown 
Monterey you can have your personal ffguid_ 
ed" tour to these interesting buildings. 
There is no beginning or end to the tour. 
You can begin following the red lines at 
any point and eventually you will return to 
your starting point. 
Several area streets and, of course, many 
private homes also will be especially dec-
orated for Christmas. In Pacific Grove, the 
Chamber of Commerce will sponsor a dec-
orating contest. 
Although neither the Pacific Grove Mu-
seum of Natural History nor the Monterey 
Wax Museum on Pacific Street has planned 
special Christmas features, Christmas leave 
would be an excellent time to introduce the 
entire family to their interesting displays. 
Many of the nearly thirty art galleries on 
the Monterey Peninsula have planned out· 
standing exhibits for the holiday season. All 
the galleries are interesting merely for 
browsing and you might find some very 
special Christmas presents among their 
offerings. 
Sixty members of the Monterey Peninsula 
Chapter of the American Federation of Arts 
will contribute to a UChristmas Creations" 
display and sale at the Pebble Beach Club 
beginning December 16. A feature of the 
opening day will be a raffle for uMeadow-
lark," a sculpture donated by Emile Norman 
and valued at $2500. ffChristmas Creations" 
is open to the public. 
Several of the area movie theaters and 
the ffl ive" theaters plan to have special 
Christmas productions. Last minute infor-
mation of what is being offered where, 
along with information on the prices and 
availability of tickets can most readily be 
obtained by calling the Central Box Office 
in Cannel at 624-6739. The Box Office ban-
dies reservations for all events on the Penin-
sula for which tickets are required. 
If money were no object, Christmas shop-
For a Surprise at Christmas . 
ping on the Peninsula would be extremely 
easy. The variety of gift shops, including 
those on famed Cannery Rowand in equally 
famed Carmel, provide a vast selection of 
unusual and beautiful objects, some hand-
made by local artisans, others imported 
from around the world. Even if you are 
unable to find gifts or decorations you wish 
to purchase, you may find a wealth of ideas 
for items you can readlly and inexpensively 
duplicate. 
Two weeks with no homework. also may 
provide you with an opportunity to enjoy 
some of the outstanding restaurants in the 
area. Restaurants offering almost an infinite 
variety of cuisine are available, as a glance 
through the classified pages of your tele-
phone book will indicate. Many others offer 
more or less ustandard" menus with such 
added attractions as fine en tertainment or 
breathtaking views. 
If Christmas shopping and partying make 
additional money spending during Decem· 
ber out of the questio!l, don't overlook the 
two attractions on the Peninsula which are 
perhaps the best known, and completely 
free. One is the winter home of the Monarch 
butterflies in Pacific Grove where you can 
see these beautiful creatures in the trees to 
which they return annually. The other is the 
striking view of the Pacific Ocean along the 
nearby coast where you may also see the 
sea otters at play among the rocks. 
No matter what your interests or budget 
may be, you can find plenty to do on the 
Peninsula this holiday season. 
-Ann ThomaJ 
Why not select a gift from our unusual array 
of accessories, lamps and wall decor? 
801 Lighthouse Avenue Phone FRontier 5-4173 MontMey. California 
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Ilan~el's 
~esstab 
Handel's !fMessiah" will be presented at 
Fort Ord on December 8 at 1500 and 2000 
at the Post Chapel Center. Directing the 125 
voice choir will be John Gosling who 
teaches at MPC. He also directs the Mon-
terey County Symphony and the Monterey 
Community Chorus. The organist .will be 
Mrs. Gordon C. Nash. whose husband is 
stationed at the Postgraduate School. 
On December 22. at 4 p.m., the Protestant 
children will present a Christmas program. 
This consists of pre-schoolers through Sen-
ior High. There will be carol singing with 
cherubs and shepherds. The Senior High 
Class will present the Nativity Scene. 
For Your Next Party - Try the Warehouse - For Food To Go 
The VV arehouse 
CANNERY ROW 




T HE lWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS 
B, Miles and John Hadfield 
Written with zest and imagination and 
illustrated with a wealth of drawings and 
photograph.. Tlu Twelve Days Of Christmas 
is vitally interesting. 
Mil .. and John Hadfield have gathered 
together a k.ind of literary museum of the 
traditions and observances of the holiday 
season. This festive time of year incorporates 
a strange medley of pagan and Christian 
customs. 
]n the introduction to this book. the au-
thors state that their main aim is to give a 
short historical su rvey of the customs and 
traditions of each of the important days 
among the twelve. They have included in 
their book. some well k.nown and expected 
things and oth.er! unusual and less familiar. 
This adds to the charm of 'Th~ 'T wtlve Da,s 
of Christ17l4S. 
THE GIFTS OF CHRISTMAS 
B, Rtu:htl Hartmo.n 
Light - Music - Joy - Wonder - Love. 
These are The Gift.. Of Christ17l4S. Rachel 
Hartman speau to all the family in this 
book.. She explains the whys and wherefores 
of our customs and then gives suggestions 
on how to make our Christmas more mean-
ingful. Miss Hartman suggests that whether 
we have little or Pluch of tradition, the way 
to k.eep Christmas is by remembering. 
Great are the gifts of Christmas! 
rrClory to God in the Highest, and on 
earth peace, good will toward men. n 
WHY THE CHIMES RANG 
By Raymond MacDonald Alden 
This beloved story of a child's self-sacri-
fice is a favorite of children and adults. 
A tender, heart warming little book. for chil-
dren of all ages! Plan to include Why The 
Chimes Rang in your holiday reading. 
Books reviewed by Dortlla Lee Browning 
......... Aff4ff¥R«· R1'JK: ...... 
MERR Y 
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OPERATIONS 
For the benefit of those who are close in 
proximity, yet distant in lmowledge and 
understanding of one of the newest depart-
ments at the Naval Postgraduate School, and 
one which is playing a very vi.tal role in the 
posture of our National Defense, this article 
is written that we might better know what 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH means, and of 
what particular importance this rapidly 
growing field and the men in it are to mili-
tary organi.zation. By nature of our present 
academic life, students wives have a close 
link with this specialized field, if not di-
recdy in the Operations Analysis curricu-
lum, then by its interrelationships within 
the other departments of the Naval Post-
graduate School. 
To paraphrase Montaigne's famous ffSeize 
the opportunity," what better place than 
here? What better time than now? Many 
will be leaving in a few months, many will 
leave with the same ambiguities that came 
with them in regard to programs at the 
Naval Postgraduate School that are extrane-
ous to the curriculum in which their hus-
bands may be enrolled ... a liability? Yes 
indeed, but we've still time to make our-
selves knowledgeable and transpose word-
isms into subjects of meaning, subjects that 
we are going to hear a lot about in the 
future. Subjects such as OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH, a specialized field primarily 
designated to the scientific investigation and 
approach to the solution of military tactical 
problems. 
By way of personal experience, I think. 
it's safe to say, the majority of wives do not 
have a propensity for technical publications 
and the readi ng thereof j because of it, and 
pardy because we are woman, wives and 
mother, the gull of what we hear and what 
we Imow seems forever broadening with the 
complexities of a thermonuclear age. Albeit, 
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RESEARCH 
our husbands may read technological data 
omnivorously, solve problems of logistics, 
and explain in detail and with patience the 
FBM weapon system to our children, should 
the occasion arisej but in defining OPERA-
TIONS RESEARCH to a querying wife was 
remindful of why we read articles written 
by women who are never qualified, but 
somehow their knack to oversimplify any-
thing scientific is less ennervating than an 
8 hr. account of a field in which my ahit-
Dr. Thomas 6. Oberbeck. 
ity to form mental pictures was strictly 
abortive. Because I learned that many other 
wives were keenly interested but lading a 
source to supply information, an interview 
was arranged with Dr. Thomas B. Oberbeck 
who gave generously of his very busy time 
to supply me with the accoutrements of 
reading material, answer questions, and a 
tour of the office in Herrmann Hall. The 
following information has been copied from 
several of Prof. Oberbeck.'s papers and are 
his words, except for the history of OPERA-
TIONS RESEARCH which was taken from 
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a paper written by John Eng. 
The evolution and future potential of 
operations research may be viewed from 
the point of view of an organization dia-
gram of the type conventionally used to 
describe military, industrial and other or-
ganizations. The operatiolUl research and 
management science can be identified as 
being concerned with the study (including 
but not limited to scientific study) of the 
optimization of achievement of purpose of 
organizations. 
Early in the curriculum we offer these 
students the definition of operations re-
search as the study of the optimization of 
achievement of purpose of an organization. 
This paraphrases the words of Ellis A. John-
son who has said that operations research 
is research on the operations of the whole 
organization. The organization may be mil-
itary, industrial, educational or internation-
al. It may be as large as the Department of 
Defense or as small as the individual. 
Operations Research was given birth dur-
ing World War II becoming the first formal 
research organization in this country. Known 
as ASWORC, or the Antisubmarine Warfare 
Operations Research Group, the World War 
II predecessor of today's Operations Evalu-
ation Croup. It provided analytical assist-
ance in the field of anti-submarine warfare. 
By the end of the war, the group had grown 
to about 80 scientists and had broadened 
in scope to study essentially all forms of 
Naval warfare. It reported to the Command-
er-in-Chiers staff, and had men at appro-
priate naval commands where they could be 
close to operations, so as to help them 
directly. 
At the close of the war, it was felt by Fleet 
Admiral King (and by Secretary Forrestal) 
that much of the group's unique value was 
due to its ability to provide the fresh, un-
biased, scientific viewpoint of academic per-
sonnel. Consequently, in providing for the 
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extension of the serv ices of the Group in to 
peacetime, it was felt that the unique char-
acter of the Group cou ld best he preserved 
by having the Navy contract with an appro-
priate academic insti tution (or these scien-
ti fic studies. Such a contract was entered 
in to in November, 1956 with the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, and continues 
in effect. 
The purpose of the group, as defined in 
its contract, is to furnish liaison (or the 
Fleets with the development and research 
laboratories, and to conduct studies and 
make reports to the Deputy Chief of Nava l 
Operations (Fleet Operations and Readi-
ness) primarily on the following: 
1. Analysis of past operations. 
2. Ana lysis of the degree to which new 
equipment meets military requirements. 
3. New tactica l doctrine based on the 
above two subjects. 
4. Formulations of new requirements. 
5. Analytical study of strategic alterna-
tives. 
With the start of the Korean War, it be-
came necessary to concentrate on urgent 
tasks directly related to the war. At the start 
of the War the group consisted of about 40 
scientists, most of them in Washington. 
Within a few months, the group expanded 
to 50 scien tists, and by the end of the war, 
we had close to 60. Almost as soon as the 
war began we received requests for analysts 
to be attached to naval commands actively 
partic ipating in the conflict. 
In 1947, after the enactment of the Na-
tional Security Act, J ames Forresta l, the first 
Secreta ry of Defense, became aware of a 
void in the structu re he had set up for the 
admin istration of the Defense Department 
No p rovision had been made for a group to 
provide the Department of Defense with 
competent and independent scienti fic ad-
vice. The Secretary of Defense and the J oint 
Chiefs of Staff were completely dependent 
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on technica l advice generated for or by the 
separate Services. Recommendations were 
often incompatible and no t with in the 
means of the Defense budget. 
After the Weapon Systems Evaluation 
Group, a small staff of military men and 
20 civilian analysts: proved to be inadequate 
to give timely advice on the complex tech-
nical problems faci ng the joint Chiefs of 
Staff and the Secretary of Defense, Mr. 
Quarles, then Secretary of Defense, 1954, 
urged Dr. Ki ll ian, of MIT to undertake by 
contrac t the recruitment and administration 
Computer Control Pan fil 
of a civi lian staff, housed in the Pentagon, 
which would be better able to meet increas-
ing demands made by the group. 
In 1956, financial assistance from the 
Ford Foundation, the Institute fo r Defense 
Analys is was incorporated as a non-profit 
organization with the purpose of recrui ting 
and administering the technical civi lian 
complement of WSEC. 
The U.S. Naval Postgraduate School has 
had an educational program in operations 
research continuously since 1961. The core 
of the program is the two year RO cu rricu-
lum leading to the Master's Degree fo r sue-
Corle n' Bottle 
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cessful candida tes. A new three year curricu-
lum has been established which will allow 
opportunity for further advanced study and 
research in this field and supporting fie lds 
for officers with exceptional academic capa-
bilities. To date, 93 officers of the U.S. Navy 
and Marine Corps and one officer of the 
U.S. Air Force have graduated from the RO 
curriculum. In addition to students in these 
curricula on a full time basis, students in 
other curricula at Monterey may take intro-
ductory courses in operations analysis. Un-
der the chairmanship of Prof. Thomas E. 
Oberbeck, the school was established in No-
vember, 196 1. 
The primary purpose fo r this department 
at the USNPGS is the education for military 
personnel. In addition to the educating of 
these officers so that they can make imme-
diate application of the technique of OA, 
Operations analysis has some further objec-
tives, not the least of which is the apprecia-
tion of the power- of the scientific method for 
dealing with unfamiliar problems. Because 
students are here only two years as provid-
ing the fonnal education in OR that must 
sustain him for his entire naval career, in 
whatever capacity as an administrator or 
Fleet Commander, that he shall be receptive 
to the potentialities of {utu_re developments 
and application of OR is one of the most 
important objectives as well as the knowl-
edge and understanding of significant tech-
niques and applica tions which we know 
today. 
Probably no other one person is more 
responsible for the growth of this depart-
ment than Prof. Oberbeck. His unstinting 
efforts and dedication to provide the stu-
dents with the highest academic tools of 
learning, in theory and practical application, 
and in his administration of a teaching fac-
ulty of high academic achievements and ex-
perience. Additionally, he has contributed 
many cou rses in the curriculum. 
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A delightful evening was had by all wives 
at the home of Bob and Dolores Hydinger 
in Carmel on October 2-of special interest 
for the evening were the beautiful paintings 
adorning th~ walls, most of which were done 
by Dolores, and her coHee was served from 
cups and saucers she had also painted. Such 
marvelous talent should not be kept secret! 
October 10 found couples doing some 
between-term celebrating at a cocktail party 
in the Trident Room. Later in the evening 
a satire entitled ffSeventy Days" was put on 
by both men and wives depicting the first 
ten weeks of life at Postgraduate School. 
This provided a good laugh for all, includ-
ing the special guests: CAPT and Mrs. 
Meyer, Professor and Mrs. Strum, Professor 
and Mrs. Canton, LT and Mrs. Brainard, 
and Mrs. Stevens. 
A few couples chose to get away from it 
all between terms and we found Bob and 
Irene Ediin motoring to San Diego to visit 
with Bob's parents. Bob and Dolores Hy-
dinger spent a fun-filled weekend in San 
Francisco, as did Grant and Shirley Rees 
and thei r sons, Kevin and Steven. On a 
shorter jaunt were Bob and Pat Christensen 
with daughters Cindy and Beckie who, with 
the Lloyd Rice family of Section CAA3, took 
a day to picnic at the Henry Cowell Red-
wood Park near Mt. Hermon, and then on 
to an exciting afternoon for the children at 
Santa's Village. Lou and Kathy Tedeschi 
took a day ore to join friends from Con-
necticut for dinner in San Franci.sco. 
Shelbie Lindsay hosted an evening of 
bridge at her home on October 14, and Jean 
Pabst and Judy Wandell selected the Hid-
den ViJiage for the wives moothly get-to-
gether on November 5. Another wives 
monthly get-together was held in the form 
of a Recipe Party-the wives of Section 
NGL2 brought many varied recipes to the 
home of Barbara Ellis in Del Rey Oaks, 
and Pat Darby co-hosted on this occasion. 
Out of town guests have been gracing the 
midst of NGA3, and Joe and Ellen Koch 
were happy to have Ellen's mother, Mrs. 
Benjamin Ginm, visit them from Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Gions greeted her 
lirst grandchild, Jody- John and Carol 
Feeney have been enjoying a five week. visit 
from Carol's mother, Mrs. John Walsh of 
Fall River, Ma.s5achusetts, who came to meet 
her newest grandchild, Karen. Mrs. E. 
Dwight Franklin from Escondido, Califor-
nia, also came to med her new grandchild, 
Steven, son of Bill and Mary Heyduck of 
NGL2. A friendly gesture was made by 
Carole Sibley when she hosted a coffee for 
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Mrs. Edwards, the mother of her neighbors, 
Willa and Don Edwards, who had arrived 
from Kansas. Mary Silverman of NGL2 flew 
to New York with her two youngest sons, 
Jeff and Richard-she will be there for 
awhile to care for her ailing mother. 
Eleanor and Peter Boyne had a pleasant 
two days ffaway from it all ;" they went down 
the coast as far as Morro Bay, with a side 
trip to Hearst Castie, and returned to both 
chi ldren and new term with renewed vigor. 
NGA3's softball team is having a lot of 
fun even though luck has not been with 
them as yet. No wins so far and one casualty 
has occurred with Bob Ediin cracking a 
bone in his foot during the game 011 October 
25. The section hopes they are not accident 
p':"one , but Kathy Tedeschi suffered a severe 
cut on her hand which required several 
stitches-this was the result of the simple 
daily task of dishwashing but it turned out 
to be a very painful experience for Kathy. 
Wives who would rather study too than 
memorize the back of their husbands' heads, 
have enrolled in various classes in the area. 
At MPC we find Mary Davis studying Psy-
chology and Philosophy, Kathy Tedeschi in 
Sociology and her husband Lou joining her 
in a music appreciation course, and Pat 
Pitney studying English Literature, while 
Xeni-Maria Maganiaris, from Greece, ac-
cepts the challenge of learning English. In 
the lighter vein, Dolores Hydinger and 
Betty Simpson have just completed Christ-
mas Decoration classes, Jean Pabst is master-
ing the art of sewing, and Shirley Rees, 
Dolores Hydinger, and [rene Ediin are de-
veloping their bridge game. 
NGA3 is proud to announce the engage-
ment of Stu Ball to Miss Donna Ratacy; 
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they will be married in Canada during the 
Christmas holidays. 
Recently selected for promotion to LCDR 
were LT Robert Ediin of Section NGA3, 
LTs Don Wilford and Doc Blanchard of 
Section NGH2, and LT Tom Seigenthaler 
of NGL2. Congratulations to all of them, 
and also to Larry Ross who was selected for 
the Nuclear Power Program. 
Section NGH2 wives were greeted by glee-
some pumpkins at the home of Bunny 
Schmidt on October 24. Bunny and Ana 
Harriott were our October coffee hostesses 
-the haunted house centerpiece stimulated 
lively tales about the Winchester House in 
San Jose. This was all complemented with 
caramelized filled cookies, a delicious dark 
cake, and good coffee. 
Bob and Mary Ellen Rein took their mys-
tical powers to San Francisco several week-
ends ago. They attended the football game, 
apparently bringing good luck with them, 
for the 4gers were victorious. 
The characters of past and present de-
scended and cast their spells while the 
spiders busily weaved webs of mystic scenes 
in the Clasers' Carmel home. 
Medusa with slithering snakes horrified 
two Romans and an Attendant. A mysterious 
Iranian Woman bewitched a daring Swiss 
Mountaineer, while a Witch Doctor held a 
mighty Fijian Guard and a beauteous Poly-
nesian Princess spellbound with this mighty 
brew. A Flitting Flapper passed the rattling 
Outhouse doors and shrielc.ed at the sight of 
two Slinking Ca~bright orange in color. 
A pair of Clowns frolick.ed to amuse a 
frightened Baby clutching tightly to his doll 
and pacifier. Two saffron robed Buddhist 
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mium ethyl, followed by twin oppressive 
Madame Nhu •. While a Black Bearded One 
with hi. Cot bopped by to raid a ghastly, 
ghostly, Halloween Party. 
Punch, popcorn, donuts and coffee set 
the pace while two tCaJruI of muaden 
matched wilt to outwitch each other. Many 
family sec rets were learned during the dim-
ination process of conlestanlS for the apple 
bob. Manijch Nourbalhsh enchanted us all 
with her Iranian dance. Meanwhile, Iraj 
Nourbalhsh costumed as a baby, walked 
away with the most original honors and 
host Ken Glaser was the scariest a5 a resi-
dent witch doctor. The weaving of a grue-
some science fiction story ended a most 
bewitching party-our hosts and hostesses 
were Ken and Nancy Glaser and Neil and 
Zayanne Croepler. 
Halloween was the theme of the decou.-
tions used at the coHee given by Louise 
Davies o f Section NCO. A demonstra.tion 
of tuppcrware was the evening's entertain-
ment. 
Anna and Odd Hailand, the section newly-
weds, were guests of honor at a dinner party 
given by the section on O ctober 10, and 
all agreed the aUair was most enjoyable. 
Wednesday, October '0, was the day the 
wives of NCO were invited to the lovely 
tea given by Mrs. Bergin. They had a de-
light lui time, meeting and talking with Mrs. 
Bergin and the new oHicers of the Wives 
Club. 
A Scotch auction provided an evening of 
lun anJ exchange of white elephants for the 
wives of Section NG83 at the La Mesa Vil-
lage home of Sheila J acobsen on Wednes-
day, October 16. 
These wives overwhelmed and surprised 
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recent Mother-for-the-second-timc, Jeanne 
Panzarino, by giving a personal shower for 
her on Wednesday evening, October 23. 
Joyce McCank. played hostess for the gath-
ering at her Cumel home and served home!-
made concoction.! which pleased aJl palates. 
Another surprise shower greeted Angela 
Miklos when sbe arrived at the home! of 
Carole Anne Albero prepared for an evening 
of bridge. Angela, of NHA2, received many 
nice gifts and little Tommy is already pu t-
ting them to good use. 
Sherry Ward was the hostess for their 
monthly get-together, the wives driving out 
to Marina lor this occasion. Sherry had 
prepared the most delicious icc cream pie 
which was consumed rapidJy whilst di.scuss-
ing the husband-wile party plans for No-
vember 9 at the Klorigs. These get-togethers 
arc 50 enjoyed by all. 
After the ASME dinner, the section met 
at the Quarter Deck for drinks and later 
gathered at the Carl Albero's, tennioating a 
very pleasant evening out. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
Editor: S,lvi.a Rohrbough 
Reporters: Ann Thomas, Rose Ann Her-
rl,stad, DorothJ Dodd, Martha Blanch, 
Maurine Clowtr, A'lldreJ DOJlt, S,lvia 
Rohrbough 
Amid flying bats, skeletons, grotesque 
pumpkin heads, and bJack cats 'IJoe Mili-
bar," Meteorology scarecrow, greeted cos-
tume clad creatures from MAA2 and MMM2 
to his Halloween dinner party. 
Among the notable guests atte!nding the 
gala event was the devastating flLilli an RU!-
sell" on the ann of the ever 10 dashing 
" Oiamond Jim" (Judy and Don Howard). 
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Beatnik, John Maloney, perched on a bale 
of straw, recited poetry, while cowboys, 
farmers, and flappers, led by that beguiling 
witch, Betty Donnelly, danced to the tunc 
of Olubby Oleckers. 
Dressed in authentic Moslem finery, John 
and Marilyn Lincoln greeted Arabian guests, 
Jack Pingle and D. Roberge, .. well .. 
Swiu yodelers, Judy and Cleo Rosenberger. 
Visiting from the sunny southland was 
that lovely young belle, Wanna Caverly, and 
her handsome gentleman friend, Don. Di-
rectly from an Egyptian tomb came the 
mummified form of Fred Lacey. 
Mingling among the group, spreading his 
warmth and immenae knowledge to all was 
ou r own dear profCS!JOr, AI Jacobsen. 
Cha.tter and bridge and more chatter oc-
cupied the evening the MAA2 wivCl spent 
at the Herriptad home in Seaside. 
The Dave Caves spent the end of term 
weekend touring Disneyland. Kay and Tom 
Murray excitedly returned from the Univer-
sity of California nnus Southern Cal foot-
balJ game, announcing the victory of Tom'. 
alma mater, Southern Cal. 
Grinning broadly, and their blue c.yes 
sparkling, Bill Cochran and Bill Carroll 
proudly ca rried away their well deserved 
awards, two shiny new golf baHs, from the 
end of term Meteorology golf tou.rnament. 
Teddy and Fred Lacey's home was the site 
for MMM2's section party. Everyone wore 
Hawaiian outnts and enjoyed lusciow native 
foods. The decoralionJ wert wonderful! 
Dori Chin was the guest of honor at a 
su rpriae baby shower hosted by Wann,a 
Caverly. Through different clues that were 
presented to her, Dod did an outstanding 
job of finding her gifts. Clever Wauna di-
rected delightful games and served fine re-
freshments. 
The foUowing poem is dedicated to 
MAA2 from MMM2: 
H ere's to you, MAA2, what a night, 
All of us thank you for the invite. 
l ots of laughter and dancing too, 
l ots of fun with friends like you. 
O u ... tanding job by Harvey and John for 
the decor! 
W e enjoyed the costumes that we wore, 
Everyone loved "Mr. Joe" at the door. 
Ever grateful are your f-ana, 
N ow we await new party plans. 
MMM2 wives arc eagerly looking forward 
to their Decc.mber luncheon where they will 
exchange Christma.s gifts. They have been 
working on theec gifts for some time. 
Marion Alden'. excitement kept mounting 
until her mother and rather arrived from 
New Jersey on November 12. Marion hap-
pily found and fixed up a darling apart-
ment for them for their Slx months visit. 
Sipping Witche. Brew and eating pum~ 
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kin tarts were the highlights of the October 
coffee given by Faye uwis. 
Any unsuspecting souls at the home of 
Mona and Don Johnston the night of No-
vember 2, would have been startled to see 
that the goblins and witches were still out 
in full force. This was MOA3's costume and 
bring-your-own-steal party. The day before, 
the fellows had enjoyed (?) a vigorous game 
of touch football , therefore when uon Gil-
christ arrived at the party with the self-
proclaiming "Friday's Hero" sign and his 
arm in a sling, he won the sympathy of one 
and all. But his moment of glory was short-
lived! When the steaks arrived, hot orE the 
grills, Leon found that his sling interfered 
decidedly with his eating. Promptly he did 
away with the sling and all discovered him 
to be the impostor that he was! 
Section advisor LCDR Hugh Albers and 
his wife graciously hosted a cocktail party 
for MOA3 students and their wives. A blaz-
ing fire enhanced the festive atmosphere of 
the Alben' home. 
Lee Cole, popular wife of MOA3's section 
leadu, was hostess to a wives luncheon at 
the Casa Muoras. The wives went from this 
fine affair to Mrs. Bergin's tea . It was a 
thoroughly delightful afternoon. 
Co-hostesses Lee and Cindy Morohey 
again entertained the wives at a coHee at 
Lees home. Future functions and parties for 
the section were discussed. 
Congratulations to MOC2's Ikrnie Czaja 
and Don Stevenson and MM's John Don-
nelly for their selection for LCDR. 
With much gusto the end of the term was 
celebrated by MOC2 at the borne of Edna 
and Don Stevenson. Unfortunately, the tenn 
bad tired out everyone so thoroughly that 
the party ended much earlier than usual. 
!!We just don't talk. about i~n reply Bobbi 
and Paul O'Connor when the Notre Dame-
Stanford game is mentioned. Kate and Fritz 
Steiner joined the O'Connors in witnessing 
Paul's alma mater go down in unfortunate 
defeat. 
Navy tradition was reversed as Connie 
Stevenson waved farewell to his wife and 
daughter. Pat and Hillary flew to the East 
to visit Pat's and Connie's parents and Pat's 
sisters. For the relatives in New England, 
New Jersey, and Virginia, this was their first 
p<ek at Hillary. 
Tupperware was the focal point of the 
MOC2 wives get-together at Bobbi O'Con_ 
nor's home. Maureen Lambright, co-hostess., 
presided over the delicious snacks. Bobbi 
entertained the bridge group at her home 
earlier in the month. 
Camping families all, the John Brennans, 
John McDonnell~ and Crafton McFaddens 
joined forces and made grand use of the 
term end weekend. 
Janet and George Meinig, of the Weapons 
Dept., and John and Sylvia Rohrbough en-
joyed Christmas shopping in Sao Francisco 
during the Festival of France Week. 
John and Sylvia attended the Duke-Cal 
game in Berkeley the weekend before. 
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All the splendor of Yosemite was Pat and 
Connie Stevenson's as they visited the fa-
mous spot at the end of the term. They even 
had some freshly fallen snow to greet them. 
Dick. Meaux has been enjoying The City. 
King Tut's treasures and the Scottish Black. 
Watch Bagpipen and other attractions have 
caused him to be going to San Francisco 
frequently. 
On October 24, Section MMM3 bridge 
players met at Sheila Taylor'S home in Mon-
terey. Besides card playing we enjoyed see-
ing some of the results of the Christmas 
Decorations course that Sheila is taking. 
The MMM3 wives monthly get-together 
took place at the Hidden Village in Mon-
terey on the evening of November 5. A de-
OPEN 
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lightful time was had by all who braved the 
storm to attend and sample their exotic 
coHee recipes. Hosting the coHee were Judy 
Carrigan and Mary Lee Rourke. 
Bernice and Ken Gilmore spent a week-
end in San Francisco recently and so did 
Val and Jerry Swor. 
The Doyle home in the Monterey Penin-
sula Country Club was the scene of a Sec-
tion MMM.3 party on November 9. Annette 
and Jack Nourie were co-hosts with Audrey 
and Tom Doyle at this happy get-together. 
Parties, babies, houseguesls and moves 
have kept the various memmrs of MOc} 
and their wives busy during the past week.s. 
The section celebrated the start of the 
second tenn with a cocktail and dinner 
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parly at the club. Dr. A. R. Frey 01 the 
Physics Department and Mrs. Frey, who had 
earlier entertained the section at their Pebble 
Beach home, were honored guests at the 
party. 
At long last Flo and Bob Miller are set-
tled in a lovely home with a lovely view, 
on Walter Colton Drive in Monterey. Flo, 
with Kay Monteath as co·hostcss, entertained 
the section wives at our monthly coffee. 
Mona Johnston of MOA3 gave a talk on 
bair care and the newest hair styles. Ruth 
Ann Petree, Bobbi Jones and Nancy Jaeger 
were the models. For awhile, aU were COD-
vinced RuthAnn had become a rrchampagne 
blonde" (and she assured us she had) I but 
we later discovered she was wearing a most 
elegant wig. 
Rich and Barb Anderson has as house· 
guests-for longer than anyone originally 
planned- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. C. 
Ludwig. The Ludwig5 drove from Ohio to 
be here when Barb had her third child, but 
young Richard III chose to be several weeks 
late. However, with two little girls already 
in the Anderson household, they felt he was 
well worth the wait. 
Scott Frederick is the name of Jack. and 
Ann Breidenstein's new baby who was born 
October 11. Ann's mother, Mrs. Julius 
McCoy of Annapolis, was here to babysit 
with their older son while Ann was in Fort 
Ord Hospital. 
John and Shirley Clausson Heiges, who 
were married in Long Beach October 12, 
now are living at 1257 Seventh Street, Pa-
cific Grove. Since the wedding was on a 
Saturday and John had to return to classes 
here the following Monday, their wedding 
trip was rather brief, but they took. advan-
tage of the long weekend over Armistice 
Day to visit some old friends and do some 
sightseeing in San Francisco. They plan to 
take a delayed honeymoon over Christmas 
leave. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Marshall 01 Spring-
field , Ill., spent a week. visiting their daugh· 
ter and son-in-law, Nancy and Jim Jaeger. 
'l'he Marshalls had driven to Portland, Ore., 
to attend a convention, and after thdr visit 
in Monterey, planned to drive to Los An-
geles before returning home. 
Dave and Ann Thomas received visits 
from Dave's two brothers at two different 
times recently. Dudley, who is a supply 
ollicer aboard the USS Lynde D. McCor-
mick., spent a weekend here while the Mc-
Cormick was operating out of San Fran-
cisco. Douglas took. a break from his grad-
uate studies at Princeton to fIy to the West 
Coast to visi t the Thomases and some for-
mer shipmates from the USS Topeka. 
Mike and Gretchen Irvine have joined 
the MOc) contingent in La Mesa. They 
moved into an apartment on Spruance Road. 
Gretchen was hostess for section bridge just 
a week after they had moved SO ~decided to 
entertain the group in the Copper Cup 
Room at the club rather than attempt any 
home entertaining so soon . 
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LCDR and Mrs. W. N. Leonard 01 
MNA3a hosted a cocktai l party before the 
Autumn Fantasy Ball. 
Following the Ball, LCDR and Mrs. L. E. 
Brock entertained all members of the section 
who attended the Ball at a breakfast in 
their quarters. 
Mrs. P. J. Mason and Mrs. W. N. Leonard 
were co·hostesscs for the monthly meeting 
of the section wives. They had a coffee in 
the quarters of Mrs. Leonard and had as a 
special guest Mrs. Mona Johnson, hair stylist 
at the Casa Munras, who demonstrated the 
latest hair styles. 
CDR and Mrs. B. E. Prum and family 
spent the weekend of October 11 camping 
at Big Sur. 
LCDR and Mrs. P. j. Mason were in San 
Francisco for the weekend of October 11. 
Several of the section wives met for bridge 
in the quarters of Mrs. G. W. Jensen. Mrs. 
R. W. Eustis won the high score for the 
evening. 
The Buckon, and McCaffery. 01 R002a 
co-hosted the section's October 18 gathering 
in the Lanai Lounge of the Fort Ord Offi-
cers Club. Bouquets of roses to the hosts for 
insuring potent drinks, remarkable steaks, 
efficient service, and toe tapping music for 
everyone's enjoyment. What a real pleasure 
to have an evening out with our husbands 
in such a relaxed atmosphere. 
Wannie Newton and wddy Newcomb 
were co·hostesses on the evening of the 22nd 
DECEMBER 1963 
for a most enjoyable wives coffee at the 
Newton home in La Mesa Village. Luddy 
and Wannie had prepared a tempting array 
of cakes and cookies that none of us could 
resist. Elaine Williams, Mary Sullivan, Kel 
McCaHery, and Luddy Newcomb carried 
home some very useful kitchen items which 
were the prizes of an exciting game played 
with dice. 
Luddy Newcomb was hostess for the wives 
bridge group this month at her home in 
Marina. Luddy, without any connivance, 
won first prize and Anne Underwood re-
ceived second prize. A luscious dessert and 
coffee were served to complete the pleasant 
evemng. 
Attending the Autumn Fantasy Ball for 
dancing and a peek at the Uwhite" grand 
piano were the Deffenbaughs, Underwoods, 
Foresmans, Gartlands, Newtons, and Sulli· 
vans. The cartlands entertained the Under· 
woods and Sullivans for breakfast in the 
wee hours after the ball. 
Early in October, Charlotte Maas with 
one of her sons., five year old Curt, flew east 
to her hometown of Bethesda, Maryland to 
attend her sister's wedding. All six of Char-
lotte's brothers and sisters were in attend-
ance at the ~remony. Charlotte spent a 
wonderful week visiting with all her friends 
and rdatives. Returning to Monterey with 
Charlotte was her youngest sister, Norma, 
who is presently helping out with the Maas' 
fifth son who arrived October 26. Norma is 
also attending classes at M.P.C. and plans 
to stay with the Maas' indefinitely. 
After term finals many of the section 
couples took advantage of the three day 
holiday. Dodie and Des Desseyn left the 
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visit Barney and Joyce Griesen in Sunny-
vale and friends in San Francisco. Darlene 
and Hal Nemer also left the young ones 
behind and spent a "delicious" three days 
in San Francisco. Luddy and Zeke Newcomb 
with young ones in tow spent the weekend 
with former Marina neighbors, Marty and 
Chuck Rowland, at their present home in 
San Francisco. They enjoyed a Unight out 
on the town" while there. Joan and Bill 
Todd, with children towing them, visited 
the Aquarium and other sights at the Golden 
Gate Park and went on to spend the week-
end with Bills' brother and family in Cou-
cord, California. Charlotte and Ted Fischer 
entertained the John Chapman family from 
Concord, Calilornia during the weekend. 
Elaine and Bob Williams toolt the children 
to Big Basin for a day. Jeanne and Bill 
Buckon and fami ly spent a day at the beach. 
For many it was a wonderful three days at 
home with the books temporarily put aside. 
Visiting with the Sullivans during Octo· 
ber was Mary's brother, LCDR Charles Rob· 
ioson, presently of Washington, D.C. It was 
a wonderful visit since Mary had not seen 
her brother for eight years. A weekend guest 
of the Fischers was Mr. R. P. Richardson 
who is with Chance.Vought of Dallas, Texas. 
The Nemers entertained several guests on 
the weekend of the Laguna Seca races. Mr. 
Ernest Slickling from San Francisco, M.-s. 
Peggy O'Niell and daughter from Palo Alto 
and Dr. and Mrs. Wilmont Penner of Au· 
burn. Also recent guests at the Nemer home 
were LCDR and Mrs. Robert Grappi from 
Lemoore. 
To celebrate the end of semester exams, 
MNA3b had a steak fry in the Woods' back 
yard. It was fun and all the salads and 
desserts proved an adventure in eating. We 
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are all looking forward to the next semester 
break. 
The Autumn Fantasy Ball found our sec-
tion well represented. The fellows looked so 
handsome in their uniforms and the girls 
enjoyed dressing up for the evening. It was 
an evening to remember. 
Don and Willa Fay Edwards are enjoying 
a visit with Don's mother and father. They 
find the Monterey area charming. 
CDR and Mrs. Dave Wessinger and fam-
ily of MNA3d and CDR and Mrs. John 
Mape and family enjoyed camping at Big 
Sur between terms while LCDR and Mrs. 
Frank Cramblet and family visited Disney-
land. 
LCDR and Mrs. Ron Morin and family 
visited Mary's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. 
Griffith, in Los Angeles between ·tenns and 
the following weekend enjoyed sightseeing 
in San Francisco and a visit with her cousin, 
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Marchant. 
The MST'S students and their ladies were 
entertained at the home of LCDR and Mrs. 
Ron Morin on November 2. 
LCOR and Mrs. Russ Mcjunkin roughed 
it in their cabin in the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains near Yosemite. Being snowed in was a 
great way to celebra te between terms. 
LCDR and Mrs. Bill Newman got into 
the Christmas spirit between terms and took 
their family to visit Santa's Village. 
The wives of MNA3d met at the home of 
Mrs. George Balter for an evening social on 
October 15. Mrs. Frank. Harmer was co-
hostess for the occasion. 
Bridge hostess on October 10 was Mrs. 
Frank Boyle, on October 24 was Mrs. Frank 
Cramblet and on November 7 was Mrs. 
John Mape. 
The month of October was especially busy 
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and exciting for Section R002b! The wives 
coffee was held at Betsy Smith's home the 
evening of the 8th. Hostesses were Betsy 
and Shollner Roman. Mrs. Bayme, a long-
time resident of Monterey, gave an interest-
ing talk on the history of the Peninsula. 
Autumn Fantasy Night was started at a 
lovely champagne cocktail party hosted by 
Jackie and Tom Meeks, followed by dinner 
at the Breakers, dancing to us Brown's 
orchestra, and an early morning breakfast 
given by Betsy and Chuck Smith. 
The section gathered again the evening of 
the 25th for a beer and barbecue bash at 
Sandy and Tom Harper's enchanting home 
in Carmel. Old memories were renewed with 
Henry McKinney who came down from 
Stanford for the weekend. 
The section was disturbed to learn of 
Paul Cummins' illness and wish him a 
speedy recovery. 
Section MNA3c wives donned their hats 
and lunched at the Outrigger on October 9 
with Genny Peterson and Shirley Marquardt 
making Ule arrangements. 
The weekend of October 11 saw Helen 
and Jack Richels visiting old friends in San 
Francisco and that same weekend Joe and 
.lean Crozier, plus their three children, re-
laxed and saw the sights of rrorhe City." 
Lynn and Richard Murphy had as their 
houseguests, Lynn's sister, Mrs. Robert 
Smith and daughter Marcy from Santa Ana, 
California. 
October 19 found Section MNA3c at the 
NAF Officers Club for dinner and dancing 
and as though that wasn't enough for one 
evening-the Klugs, Petersons, Rawsons and 
Marquardts bowled from 12 to 2 a.m.! The 
rest chickened out! 
Jack and Helen Rickels had weekend 
houseguests, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Talbot 
from Baltimore, Maryland on November 2. 
Jack and Don trekked off to Los Banos to 
bag their limit of ducks while the wives 
spent their time shopping and in feminine 
conversation at home. 
Section MNA3c wives meet every other 
week for bridge. So far hostesses have been 
Lois Thomas, Sally Wildman, Audrey Klug 
and Genny Peterson. 
FLEET N UM ERICAL 
W EA THER FACILITY 
Editor: Becky Melton 
Most of the girls were present for the 
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Staff Wives Membership Tea, which took 
place October 10 in the Copper Cup Room. 
Many interesting activities for the year were 
outlined, and attenders enjoyed delicious 
refreshments. FNWF has a special interest 
in Staff Wives, because our own Lucy Pal-
mer is president of the club. 
FNWF was the guest of NAF for a very 
fine Halloween Costume Party which took 
place on October 25. The costumes were 
most authentic, and judges had a hard deci-
sion as to which wearers would receive the 
champagne. A cocktail party preceded the 
judging, and was followed by a most delec-
table steak dinner. Following the dinner, 
dancing wound up the gala occasion. FNWF 
is honored to be invited to the fine parties 
given by NAF. 
Congratulations are in order lor Cliff 
Samples, whose selection for LCDR was 
recently made known. 
Our wannest congratulations go to Mar-
garet Wolff for winning the Medalist Tro-
phy in the Handicap Match Golf Tourna-
ment. This reporter learned that CAPT 
Wolff, though very proud of his wife's suc-
cess, had reason to be relieved when the 
tournament was over. An increased amount 
of rlhomework" had brought on an extreme 
case of dishpan hands!! 
GENERA L LINE AND 
BACCALAU REATE 
Editor: Nanc, McGath, 
Reporters: Jackit: Walker, Dolores Hallet, 
Lorraine Schnell, Lois Nichols, Rtrla Cough-
lin, Bobby O'Brien, Susie Crowniruhitld. 
Jerry Davis 
All of our sections had many representa-
tives at the elegant Autumn Fantasy Ball and 
it was truly an evening when our ladies felt 
their most beautiful and our officers their 
most handsome. Before the ball, CAB2 held 
a no-host cocktail party at the Presidio Offi-
cers Club where they were joined by other 
sections . .. as a climax to this highlight of 
the social season, many of the officers and 
their ladies enjoyed an early morning break-
fast at Sambo's, Maxey's Chuck Wagon, and 
Uncle John's Pancake House. 
Ghosts and goblins played havoc at the 
Naval Air Faci lity as three of our sections 
had a BEWITCHING good time with real 
old fashioned Halloween costume parties. 
LCDRs Bill Cured:., George Lyne, and Ed 
Hallet of CAB2 were responsible for a de-
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lightful evening of cocktails, dinner, danc~ 
ing, and pa rty games which included rel ay 
races and the old favorite . .. bobbing (or 
apples. There were many original costumes 
and awards were given to r at DeBode (a 
terrifying witchL H al Keith (a Keys tone 
June find Hal K.itJ, 
Lafry Kugl.r 
Cop from way backL and Larry Kugler (the 
clown that kept them guessing) . A short 
program was held immediately after the 
steak and wine dinner. At this time section 
leader LCDR Herb Sargent presented the 
farewell gi ft of a large engraved si lver bowl 
to LeDR and Mrs. Ira Blair. LCDR Blair, 
who has se rved as section advisor for CAB2 






wa.s recently selected (or p romotion and has 
received orders to the USS Sacramento as 
Execu tive Officer. 
The party committees o f CMB2 and 
CMA2 also joined eHorts for a post Hal· 
loween costume party on November I at 
NAF. With the spooky decora tions and 
variety of costumes, the party was a roaring 
success. LCDR and Mrs. Robert Wheeler 
hosted CAB3's Halloween par ty with each 
guest supplyi ng his own steak. La ter bottles 
of champagne were awarded to Mrs. Wil· 
li am Riordan, LT Scott Edwards and LCDR 
Le. alta AM P,itsche, aMI DOlt Hodge 
and Mrs. R ichard Daby fo r best costumes. 
Pro fessor Newman of the Chemistry Dept. 
was a special guest at this event. By the way, 
LT W;II;am E. Solm. 01 CAB3 won the top 
scholar award for last quarter. It is a pewter 
bowl left in the possession of the person 
with the highest grades in the section each 
quarter. Each recipient's name is engraved 
on the bowl and the person with the highest 
grade average th roughout CAB3's eight 
quarters will keep it pe rmanentl y. 
Officers and thei r ladies of CAA2 met at 
the Fort Ord no" Club for an evening of 
dinner and danci ng .. . then adding to a 
very full evening and d ressed in thei r "Sun-
day Best" ... many of the couples p roceed· 
cd to the Monterey Lanes for a few lines 
of bowling. 
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home o( Linda and Bill Smith (or a steal:. 
fry while a section picnic was held by 
OAA3 at Big Sur. The camping sites at Big 
Sur were really bustling with activity when 
the families of the Don Sutherlands, Lee 
Prit.schers, Larry Massas, and the Bill Stark.s 
from CAB2 arrived to spend a week.end. 
CREAM AND SUGAR? A cookie ex-
change was the theme of DAB2's monthly 
coffee with each gal bringing three dozen of 
her favorite cookies. This event was hosted 
by Lavonlle Gladdis and Louise Coleman in 
Lavonne's home. CAC2 wives gathered at 
the home of Evelyn Ross in Fisherman's 
Flats (or coffee while an evening coffee was 
held at DAA3's Diane Vollaire's home. A 
representative of ftFashion Tress" (Wigs), 
Jimmie Ferguson, was on hand with sam-
ples so all present had a chance to see if it 
would be more exciting to fflive your life as 
a blonde, brunette or redhead." All the gals 
agreed the wigs are a perfect Christmas gift 
suggestion ... take a hint fellows!!! 
Carmel's Gobi Inn was the setting selected 
by hostesses Jackie Sutherland and Darlene 
Massa for CAB2's monthly luncheon. During 
the social hour the section's baby gift, an 
engraved silver (eeding spoon, was present-
ed to Norma Miller (or her little daughter, 
Dawn Elaine. Wives of CMA3 gathered at 
Neil de Vaughn's . (or champagne cocktai ls 
and luncheon. this being hosted by Ann 
Spencer and Joan Molenda. Co-hostesses 
for OAA3's luncheon held at the Mark. 
Thomas Inn were Ruth Barstad and Betty 
Borgstrom. A dinner-bingo party at die 
Postgraduate School was arranged for the 
ladies of CMB2 by Charlotte DomviUe and 
Nancy MeGathy. Phyllis Krough held a 
lucky card and went home with a gift cer-





tificate to be used at the Navy Exchange. 
Mrs. Randolph Miller, a houseguest of the 
Compton Domvilles, was also a dinner guest. 
Other visiting firemen include Mr. and 
Mrs. Sam Prochaska of San Diego, guests 
of Lhe Hal Keiths (rom CAB2 and Mrs. 
R. R. Ha,milton of Gulfport, Mississippi, 
the mother o( Mrs. David Hughes, a CAB" 
member. 
CAA2's November luncheon was quite un-
usual in that it included both husbands and 
wives. The Mark Thomas Inn provided the 
setting and also a very tasty lunch. All in all, 
the afternoon was very enjoyable. Only one 
thing put a damper on the affair, the fellas 
had to return to school for the rest of the 
afternoon. 
WHAT'S TRUMP? CMA3 gals Irouped 
down to Carmel Valley to play bridge at 
Gene and Ann Baker's Art Gallery in the 
Village. Rena Coughlin was hostess and 
everyone enjoyed the marvelous paintings 
on display. Diane VolJaire was hostess at 
her home in Seaside for DAA3 bridge while 
the gals of CMB2 gathered at the home of 
Peggy Holt. A couples bridge and Tripoly 
provided entertainment for CAC2 wives and 
husbands-this was held in the CDR Harry 
Benson's La Mesa Village home. 
PROMOTIONS 10 LCDR: Pete Yonke, 
Bob Francke, Lee Caffrey, CAA2i Hal Keith, 
Larry Kugler, Pau l Raysin, Paul Pfieffer, 
CAB2j Bill Walker, Bud Tucker, CMB2. 
AERO ENGINEERING 
Editor: Jan Evans 
Reporters: Janet Finn, Jean Manahan, 
Barb Bartocci, Mary Murphy, Gr-alia Lousma 
October proved to be a month for parties 
and entertainment. A ghostly hand and 
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waxen face greeted costumed guests at 
ABA]'s Halloween party. Ham and Dinky 
Byng hosted the event in their La Mesa 
home. There were numerous clever costumes, 
i.e.: Bob Johnson made a grand entrance 
with his !leave_woman" mate, Ga il, thrown 
over his shoulder, to be followed by John 
and Anne Willmarth-same garb, same posi-
tion. Highlight of the evening was the out· 
door treasure hunt. Amid a few mild scuHles 
the learnS tracked Dinky's clues in a frantic 
effort to find the treasu red champagne-
finally discovered safely reposing in the 
Byngs' kitchen. An impromptu limbo con-
test with John Bartocci accompanying on 
the guitar was a big hit. Also most enjoyable 
were Tom Gibbons' solo renditions on his 
Scottish bagpipes. 
Bob and Beth Krah and Jack and Gratia 
Lousma co-hosted a delightful steak cook-
out at the Kraft home for AAA2 members 
to celebrate the !!end of the term." 
November 2 also found the AAA2 group 
gathered at the home of Doug and Millie 
Mayfield for cocktails before going to the 
Studio Theater for dinner and the play 
"Come Blow Your Horn." Sharing host 
duties were John and Mary Murphy. 
Another !lend of the term" outing was 
enjoyed by AAA3 folks galher;ng al NAF 0-
Club for happy hour and continuing at the 
Dar Lundbergs. The John Kettlewells and 
"Stretch" Tuckers planned the evening. 
The ever popular Warehouse is in the 
news again, with buckets of spaghetti and 
platters of pizza being consumed by the 
ACA3 gang on October 2. 
Anne Willmarth of ABA3, who played a 
leading role in "Drink to Me Only" is busy 
directing the Little Theater's Christmas play 
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for children. The Cinderella story wi ll be 
presented on December 14 and 15. 
A tan talizing luncheon at June Simpson's 
was enjoyed on November 5 under the guid-
ance of Nancy Bartels and Sandy Demand. 
AAA3 wives are anticipating encores of 
such a treat. 
Ladies of ACA3 greeted two newcomers, 
Barbara Searle and Ardis Henderson with a 
bridge party al Paula Jesberg's. The group 
gathered again on November 14 for lunch-
eon at the Outrigger. Hostess was Claudette 
Harshberge r. 
CongratulatiolUli to three Aero ladies on 
being elected to office in the USNPGS Orti-
cers Wives Club. Millie Mayfield, Treasurer; 
Susie Madden, Recording Secretary, and 
Ro:;alie Hite, Corresponding Secretary. 
Many thanks to Dick Fellingham and his 
comm ittee for the outstanding Aero family 
picnic on October 19. 
Guests of the month were Mrs. Frank 
McNally (rom Longview, Texas, visiting her 
daughter and son-in-law, Mary and John 
Murphy. 
Ron and Joan Neville entertained Miss 
Elaine Murdock, an airline stewardess (rom 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
Jack and Gratia Lousma had as their 
guests l i LT and Mrs. Jack. Tuttle from Los 
Angeles. 
Mel and Katy Gough took a short vaca-
tion from children and headed for San 
Francisco Over the long weekend. 
Larry and Eleanor Corbett were also 
recent visitors to the Golden Gate city. 
Ham Byng and John Bartocci are the 
hunters of the month. Ducks to thei r credit 
too, after a weekend of hunting the last of 
October. 
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ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Jtan Sanders 
Reporters: Sail] lotus, Dearlna Rumney. 
A,m Mack. Marilyn Gllnltr, Ja-ne Luzader. 
Dianne Brady, Joan Ca.uul, Margaret Hey-
wood, Joy Fernandes, Jean Keenan, Nancy 
Jad.son 
October has been a busy month for the 
wives of SACk, and November promises to 
be just as busy. At the home of Marian 
Kuykendall on October 21 two tables of 
bridge were enjoyed. Sandy Parrish was 
hostess to the bridge set on the evening of 
November 4 with another evening of master-
ful play scheduled at the home of Marilyn 
Smith on November 18. 
The highlight of the month for SAC3c 
came on the night of October 26 when a 
Halloween party was held in the home of 
LCDR and Mrs. Charlie Williams. All the 
guests were in appropriate costumes for the 
evening. The prize for the culest costumed 
couple was won by Herb and Marian Kuy-
k.endall who came as the King and Queen 
of Hearts, the funniest costumes were dis-
played by Lynne Ramsclale as a fiery red 
devil complete with tail and her husband 
Joe as a snowy angel, and the D'Amatos, 
Joe and Flora, won the prize with the most 
original costumes of Antony and Cleopatra. 
Other guests were Lyle and Kay Branch 
as an East Indian maharajah and maharani; 
Bill Gunter as a monster from the deep and 
Marilyn as a beatnikj Jim and Ann James 
as scarecrows complete with straw growing 
from their arms and legsj Bob Malone, who 
sent back. to his home for a Gay Nineties 
swimming suit he had worn as a costume 
when he was fourteen years old. Bob's wife 
Cynthia came as Mrs. Santa Clausj Dave and 
Sandy Parrish CCillle as a modern painter 
and the ace of spades, respectively. 
Also present were Steve Schroeder with 
white shirt, bow tie, bowler hat and under-
wear accompanied by wife Christa as a bar 
maid and dance hall girl. Tom Smith and 
wife Jimmie came as brightly painted 
clownsj Walt Stammer as a big game hunter 
(with pith helmet) and his f!slave" girl 
Alice (really his wife) ; Tucker Viccellio as 
a harem girl with husband John as the Big 
Turk. complete with fez and black. mustache; 
Hugh Strachwitz escorted the Engineering 
Science secretary Miss Beverly Rogers who 
came as a £lapper with eyelashes two inches 
long; and of course, the host and hostess, 
Charlie and Bonnie Williams as a couple 
of real gone beatniks. Included were neigh-
bors of the Williams, Beverly and Joe Mc-
Clary and Charles and Betty Borgstrom. The 
guest!: enjoyed delicious food and drink. and 
the limbo demonstrated by host Char1ie 
Williams. Afterwards, several couples ad-
journed to the Warehouse. 
On November 5, several of the wivs jour-
neyed to the San Juan Bautista Mission for 
lunch at Cadematori's and an enjoyable tour 
of the mission and the surrounding tOWIl. 
The Ginn was the scene of a delightful 
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luncheon for Section 3ACb wives; hostesses 
were Brita Hartt and Margaret Anne Hey-
ward. 
Although SAB3a has been splintered into 
smaller groups due to husbands schedule 
changes, they will continue to get together. 
At a luncheon at the Outrigger, on Cannery 
Row, they welcomed newcomer Sallie Pitt 
to the group. On November 6, the wives 
went to the San Martin Vineyards for a wine 
tasting session. From the vineyards they went 
to San Juan Bautista and enjoyed lunch at 
Cadematori's. Arrangements for this event 
were made by Marilyn McQuillin. 
Frances Langelier was hostess for SAD3b's 
monthly luncheon. Frances had the marvel-
ous idea of including the husbands and it 
was unanimously agreed that it was far more 
(un with male companionship. The luncheon 
was held in the Trident Room at the Post-
graduate School. 
As the 'cap' to a perfect evening, several 
couples o( SAC3a, the Childers, Goodwins 
and Pitts went to the Flather's, Charlie and 
Sandy, for an impromptu breakfast follow-
ing the Autumn Fantasy Ball. 
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Although most of the members of SAD3b 
went to the Autumn Fantasy Ball, some took. 
the advantage of the three day weekend by 
exploring Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
The "Golden Gate City" attracted Dave and 
Sandy Ives as well as Deanna and Bob 
Rumney. Frances and Will Langelier went 
to Los Angeles to visit Frances' sister whom 
they had not seen in several years. 
Members of SMD3b took advantage of 
the November 9 holiday weekend. Jackie 
and Barry Snow went to Yosemite National 
Park. Also visiting Yosemite were Mel and 
Virginia Culp. Touring the San Francisco 
area were Tim and Pat Dooley and their 
four children. 
Section SAD3b always enjoys a party and 
Howard and Flo Lysne's party was most suc-
cessful, especially samples of Howard's hob-
by, which happens to be cooking. His roast 
beef sandwiches were so delicious they are 
still the talk of the section. 
The lovely Carmel home of SAC3a section 
leader LCDR Don and Martha Childers was 
the scene of a rollicking steak. cookout. Fol-
lowing cocktails and dinner, the group was 
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entertained by Ben Hacker displaying his 
talents on the guitar. He also accompanied 
them in a sing-along session. Adding their 
voices to the chorus and enjoying the eve-
ning were CDR and Mrs. Bruno Mussetto. 
"Suds and supper" party was given (or 
members of SAC3b, at the Marina home oC 
Yvonne and Bill Wright. Co-hosts for the 
even t were Shannon and Margaret Anne 
Heyward. Starting at .3 o'clock, outdoor 
games and a keg of beer enlivened the after-
noon. Later a charcoal broiled steal:. dinner 
was served foll owed by coffee and an assort-
ment of cookies. During the evening. the 
section was ente rtained by the ukes and fine 
voices of their own Jack Kersh and ff Keez" 
Keesler. 
On October 25, a Halloween party for 
members of SMD.3b was hosted by Ben and 
J ean Sanders. Prizes for best costumes were 
won by Dona Cox and Frank. Shaughnessy. 
Cuests included CDR and Mrs. Bruno Mus-
scuo and LCDR and Mrs. J. R. Burriss. 
Bridges for SMD3b wives were hosted by 
Donna Nelson on OClober 15 and JoAnn 
Vargo on OClober 29. 
Hartnell' W.bster 
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October 15, SAC3a wives gathered at the 
home of Martha Childers for their bi-wed.:..Iy 
game of bridge. Co-hostess was Pat Adams. 
Co-hostesses for the October 29 session were 
Mildred Bachs and Alice Cordon. They met 
at Alice's La Mesa Village home. 
Section SAC3b met for bridge at the Del 
Liz Ma9nuson , Audley ' .tels, " Murph" Murphy, 
Child P.ters and Roy Ma9nllson 
Telephon e ]72· 0371 Montereyo California 
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Rey Oak.s home of Nella Porter on October 
14. The same group was ente rtained on 
November 5 by Audrey Pelers at her home 
in La Mesa Village. 
Taking lOp honors for Section SAB.3a's 
monthly bridge session were Nancy Camber 
and Ann Adams. Low ffhonors" went to 
Alice Mary Burneu. Hostess for the evening 
was Betty Ann Beck.. 
A surpri se baby shower was given for 
Carol Holland by Audrey Peters and Bobbie 
Major al Bobbie's Carmel borne. A delicious 
fruit punch, in a handsome silver bowl with 
matching cups, was served with party sand-
wiches and an elegant molded dessert. From 
Stamford, Connecticut comes Mrs. Charles 
Sak.mar. Sbe is the mother of Carol Holland, 
SACSb, and is here to help with the care 
of her Dew granddaughter. 
Cuest of Goody and Trudy Goodwin, 
SACSa, were Mike and Anne Reynolds and 
thei r daughter, Diedre. They have been 
good friends since Goody and Mike served 
in the same squadron at NAS Lemoore, 
California. 
SAD3b is delighted to welcome Thad 
Kopec's wife, Chris, and their three childrtn. 
Joan Phillips and Donna Nelson hosted 
an interesting and entertaining evening for 
wives of Section SMD3b when they ar· 
ranged for a local wig maker to display his 
wares. Learning about wigs and trying them 
on fascinated everyone. 
Plans for a beach party occupied the wives 
of Section 5MBSa at their October coffee. 
Delicious coffee cak.e was served by the host-
ess, Marcia Zirbel The party took. place at 
the Carmel River Beach. A harvest moon 
shining on the water and a roaring fire were 
ingredients for a successful wiener roast 
Those attending were Bill and Marcia Zir-
bel, Dee and Sylvia Hurd, Nonn and Ruby 
Holm, Jerry and Joan Dancer, Dale and Joy 
Fernandes and Josh and Agnes Edwards. 
The end of the term seemed an opportune 
time for several SAD3a fam.ilies to visit San 
Francisco. Among those caught in the spell 
of that fabulous city were J oan and George 
Carlton and sons, Barbara and Walt FJea1:. 
and son, Jan and Fred Keyser and children, 
Jane and Bob Luzader' and children. Sue 
and Ron Resare ventured a bit farther and 
spent their week.end in Reno. The CarltoD8 
met J oan's mother, Mrs. Edna Turney, in 
San Francisco, entertained her there, then 
brought her to their home in La Mesa Vil-
lage for a two week visit. Mrs. TufUey has 
now rtturned to her home in New York. 
Lil and Jim Brown went to Alameda to 
visit some friends whom they had known 
from duty in Taiwan. EMoute they stopped 
at Santa Claus Village to give the youngsters 
a treat. 
Mary Clar' and Donna Comstod selected 
the Outrigger on Cannery Row as the setting 
(or the October luncheon. All present were 
delighted with their choice of restaurant, 
the lood and view were equally superb. 
SADSa has bade farewell 10 Beverly and 
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Jim Hatcher who have been recently trans-
ferred to Mare Island. 
LCDR Robrt A. Costigan and LT Ray A. 
Lambert are the two latest members to join 
SAD3a. A warm and sincere welcome is ex-
tended to them and their families. 
Marcy Lockhart was hostess for two tables 
of bridge on November 5. We're glad to 
have Marcy back in ci rculation after having 
recently become a mother. 
The latest softball game between SADa 
and SAD3a had an enthusiastic turnout of 
wives and children cheering the players. 
SAD3a emerged the winner j fun and sore 
muscles were shared by all. 
The Veterans Day weekend started excit-
ingly for SAB.'h with a section dinner party 
at the Outrigger. Jack Adams, Jack Beck, 
Andy Burnett and J. J. Chambers laid plans 
for the gala evening. 
Section mates searched for interesting 
spots nearby: Jane and John Dungan visited 
in Sunnyvale, Ann and Bob Mack were in 
Big Sur and Arroyo Seco, Marilyn and 
Richard Parker traveled to San Jose and the 
Pinnacles National Monument. Santa's Vil-
lage drew Nancy and Harry Gamber, Joy 
and Walt Roeser, and Marilyn and John 
McQuillin, who also sidetripped to Sunset 
Beach State Parle.. Faith and Tom Winkler 
had an eventful reunion with friends at 
Brannan State Parle Guantanamo Bay ex-
periences were recalled and fishing was en-
joyed. Susie and John Paul played host to 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Edwards, 
from Connersville, Indiana. 
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Editor: Anita McManes 
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Pre-Christmas activities may be hectic for 
all. but for some Halloween proved to be-
though comparatively briefly-quite a hot· 
bed of proceedings and planning. In La 
Mesa Village, trick-or-treaters were delight. 
ed by the extravaganza presented by Randy 
and Mimi Brown of WGB2 and their neigh. 
bors, Nancy and Tom Luke. 
A lantern and arrows pointed the way to 
a black crepe-paper tunnel which led to the 
front door of the Lukes' house. Randy 
Brown, perched in a tree in front of the 
house and decked out as a ghoul, complete 
with long shaggy black hair and white face, 
provided the outdoor entertainment, whi le 
Mimi Brown, dressed as the Black Witch, 
with black hair, white face and fangs, direct· 
ed the children into the tunnel! Once the 
children entered the Luke house, they were 
greeted by the White Witch, Nancy Luke, 
who passed out the goodies. 
Trick-or-treaterl who happened to roam 
up Cypress Street in Pacific Grove on the 
Night of the Great Pumpkin were f1abber· 
gasted by the weird growls and panting of 
the Mystery Ape Man, as portrayed by Ken 
McManes. Tilt: ,\(><: Man could be seen 
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cavorting about in a dim eerie light and 
would alternately hide and then spring up 
from behind the planters with a mighty 
roar, sending the onlookers flying fo r their 
lives! Linda Susan McMane~a four-year-
old trick-or-treater--dresscd up as her be-
loved doll, Raggedy Ann. Of course Rag-
gedy Ann had to be costumed also and she 
accompanied Linda dressed as a tiny witch! 
Tom Sawyer, dressed as a ghos t, found 
that this year's crop of youngsters simply 
were too blase to be frightened by his white 
fo :m a-<:reepin' through de streets. Or per-
haps they just though t he looked lik.e 
Casper . .. 
Fred Howe put his best foo t forward to 
spook La Mesa trick-or-treaters. A creaking 
door, a darkened room with one small mys-
terious light and eight-feet-tall Fred Howe. 
EEEK!! 
Grace Godefroy and Judy Goodman host-
ed WGB2's section witch-er wives on No-
vember 4 at the Le Mesa Community Center. 
The group worked on their sewing project of 
flannel boards and bibs for the children of 
Gateway Center. After an evening of work 
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and chatter everyone really enjoyed the de-
licious tor te which J udy had baked. 
All of WGB2 joins in congratulating Jeff 
Dennis upon his recent engagement to Sallie 
Judith Ahl of Cannel Va lley! The wedding 
will take place on December 28 in Carmel. 
Halloween was certainly lively and lots 
of fun up at La Mesa. Hundreds of assorted 
witches and goblins roamed and treats 
flowed freely. The now-famous r7alking 
Pumpkin" made his annual appearance on 
the Butterfield roof and proved the hit of 
the evening. Owing to a smooth removal 
job, the pre-school set will probably still be 
arguing over where he lives until next Hal-
loween! Charles Butterfield, aged two, was a 
most disarming and authentic Raggedy Andy 
and stole several hearts! 
Agreeing that Japanese fond should be 
eaten in the traditional manner, the ladles 
of Section WGA2 removed thei r shoes and 
sat on the floor fo r a delicious Oriental 
meal when they met at the attractive Ginza 
Restaurant for an October luncheon, plan-
ned by Carol Walker and Natalie Wilson. 
Suzy and Jim Clark and j im's cousin, 
For That Special Christmas G ift 
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Mrs. Richard Johns, made a weekend trip 
and cheered Stanford in their win against 
Notre Dame. 
Scott Howard was the name given the 
young son of Bobbie and Howie Stoadley 
when he was christened October 27 in the 
Postgraduate School Chapel. Father O'Con-
nor oHiciated and the godparents were 
LCDR and Mrs. Richard Slusser of the Fleet 
Numerical Weather Facility. A champagne 
party followed at the Stood ley home. 
The WeB.'} section met at the Pine Inn, 
Friday, October 25, before going to the 
Studio Theatre in Carmel. Ten couples 
enjoyed a delicious roast beef dinner and 
were entertained with the light comedy, 
IICome Blow Your Horn." Afterwards, still 
in a party mood, the group gathered at the 
If Breakers" for dancing. 
Dottie White was hostess for WGB3's 
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bridge on Monday, October 28. 
The afternoon of the 30th the ladies of 
WGD3 attended the lovely tea given by M.rs. 
Bergin. 
Steve and Nancy Johnson hosted a section 
party on November 1 and welcomed the new 
members to the section. Games and sing-
alongs lent a festive air to the evening. 
Nancy Cumblidge held RZZ2a's October 
coffee in her Seaside home. A Halloween 
theme was followed and many goodies were 
served. A lovely door prize was won by Bob-
hie Schatz. The wives discussed several 
Cutu re parties for the section. 
Nancy and Ken Cumblidge are planning 
RZZ2a's November party and have decided 
on a theater party to be held at Carmel's 
Circle Theater. 
Cathy Weckel and Bernie Seng were host-
esse!: for the bi-monthly bridges. 
Spending an enjoyable visit with the 
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Sengs were Bernie's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
George Bender from Pennsylvania. 
Friendly conversation, coffee and a de-
lightful dessert were all enjoyed at the 
monthly gathering of the WXA2 section 
wives. Marilyn Buell was the congenial host-
ess for the October get-together. 
Another very lively time occurred at the 
home of Penny and Larry Nace on October 
19 when the Naces entertained the other 
couples of WCA2 with fun, food and drinks. 
Adele Smith and Gail Blyth entertained 
the wives of WGA3 for an October bridge 
at Adele's home in Carmel. Sue Johnson 
and Lou Sheehan tool top honors for the 
evening. The next session met at the home 
of Ellie Morrow in Marina, with Carolyn 
Doughdrill as co-hostess. Joan Gunderson, 
Jean Hawn and Ellie Morrow took. honors. 
Lee Cole, Jean Hawn and Mary Kelly were 
substitutes. 
WGA3 wives enjoyed a delightful October 
luncheon at the Pine Inn in Carmel. Cail 
Blyth and Marcia Brownlie were hostesses. 
Russ and Sally Wylie and their two chil-
dren came from Lemoore to spend the wee .. 
end with Gene and Adele Smith in Carmel. 
Russ and Cail Blyth have as their house-
guest Barbara Wilkinson or San Francisco. 
Husbands and wives of Section RZB3 took. 
advantage of the long Veterans' Day week-
end to attend a performance of f'The Wages 
of Sin" at California's First Theatre. 
The wives of RZBS met at the home of 
Verdelle Sands on November 8 to attend a 
surprise stork shower for Anne AmerSon and 
Martha Dachos. Verdelle served a delicious 
fruit punch with assorted refreshments, and 
Liz Grissom used her creative talents to 
make tiny bassinets filled with candy as 
favors for all the guests. Anne and Martha 
would like to say ffthanu" to all the ladies 
for the many useful gifts they were given 
for the two future additions to RZB3. 
RZB3 would like to say a special word of 
welcome to the Dachos, who joined the sec-
tion at the beginning of the current quarter. 
On Friday, November 8, Marian Skeza.s, 
Jody Van Orden, Sara Cuneen, and Charlyn 
Dalebout hosted one of the most fun . and 
most relaxed parties that WGB3 has had to 
date. The theme, " Come As You Are," in-
sured ffcasual dress" which was determined 
several days beforehand. On Thursday, the 
7~ everyone received a call saying to come 
to the Skezas' the next night dressed exactly 
as you were at that moment. Since most of 
the calls were made in the late morning 
most everyone came to the party in sports 
clothes; however, two of the husbands were 
flying and they came in their Hight suits. 
Potato chips, crackers, and dip, furnished by 
the hostesses, were served on the coffee table, 
and the drinks were obtained in a nhelp-
yourselr' fashion in the kitchen. Various 
games were played during the evenmg, cnd· 
ing with Charades about 2 a.m. The obvioul 
opinion of WGBS'ers who were there WH 
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for more casual-type parties such as this 
successful even t. 
Cecile Dickerson was bridge hostess Mon-
day, November II , in Carmd Valley. 
Over the long weel:.end the Van Ordens 
enjoyed having Doug's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Van Orden for a brief visit. 
Wednesday, November 13, the section 
wives met at June Simpson's in Carmd for 
cocktails and lunch. This was the first 
luncheon of the yea r and the turnout seemed 
to indicate that everyone enjoys this type of 
get-together. 
WUA2 5t:ction leader, Walt Reister and 
famil y are now at home in their La Mesa 
home at 1226 Spruance. 
Margie Pittenger of WUA2 had a su rprise 
baby shower-bridge for Sara Crandall , Ruth 
Moore and Jane Carlson. Jane had a date 
with the stork lhat very night so she couldn' t 




Editor: Pat Dillingham 
Reporters: Alia Furgerson, Linda Gilbert, 
Jan Loman, Heidi Williams, Anne Bator, 
Sally Burcher 
Section EBC3 greeted new section mem· 
bers and their wives November 1 with a 
potluck supper at Betty and Neil Barrett's. 
Pierre Thibault brought along his accordion 
and furnished a lilting accompaniment (or 
the dancers--and (or the more staid, fool-
tapping types! 
With new section members came some 
bridge players, bless them, so our two tables 
of Uhardy perennials" will soon blossom to 
three. Our golfing wives are pretty quiet 
about their accomplishments, but there was 
some talk. by Lynn Bauer and Sue Ambrose 
of petitioning to abo lish ice plant on golf 
courses. 
The end of first quarter exams called for 
a celebration--so celebrate Section EBD.3 
did, with a picnic at NAF on October 10. 
Eight couples enjoyed cook.ing out and get-
ting the long weekend off to a good start. 
The weekend was a good opportunity (or 
trips too, and getting away from it all were 
Owen and Martie Kagey, who took their 
family to Loci and San Francisco to visit 
relatives and sightsee. 
Fall and football-they go together. And 
following the call of the season and the 
cause of their alma mater, Randy Carll and 
Jack Radzyminski took Lynn and Nancy to 
cheer on Notre Dame against Stanford. Also 
going up for the game with the Cadis and 
Radzyminskis were Clyde and Rosemarie 
DeLong. 
The wives' monthly coffee for November 
was held on November 7 at the home of Jan 
Loman in Marina. Christmas was in the air, 
as the girls brought decorations and ideas 
for the holiday season ahead. A newcomer 
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to the group. Martha Estrella, was welcomed. 
Section EBA2 had a successful H alloween 
costume party at the Naval Air Facility 0-
Club, complete with spooky music, games 
and heavy hors d'oeuvre to suit everyone's 
taste. Thanks of the section go to the LUllds 
and LeBlancs for planning th is one. Betty 
Crone and Phyll is Grimes were hostesses for 
the monthly social gathering of the EBA2 
wives. A fashion show was held at the Ou t-
rigger. Fashions by Carmel Rancho's House 
of Lynn were shown. Modeling were Millie 
Axel l, Nancy Kellerman and Pat Hogen-
dobler who did a fine job in showing the 
sty les of this new dress shop. 
Section EBB2's monthly get-together on 
October 26 was a combined bowling and 
buffet spree at the Cypress Bowl, windi ng 
things up with the presenting of prizes at 
Ma.xey's Chuckwagon. Men's high went to 
Glenn Morris, women's high to Ei leen 
Scamehorn and couples' high to Russ and 
Eileen Scamehorn. There were other prizes 
for flSore Thumb," nCouple Low" and 
UMost Gutter Balls." All in all it was a very 
enjoyable evening. Proud new father Dick 
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Jensen joined us to pass out cigars in hOllor 
of his new son. 
Our bi-monthly bridge was held at Emi ly 
Crinklaws' on October 22. 
Fred and Mary J ardine have a most wel-
come guest from north-of-the-border, Fred's 
mother, Mrs. Catherine J ardine. Mrs. J ar-
dine has been here since mid-September and 
expects to leave in mid-November for her 
home in Sydney Mons, Nova Scotia. 
The beginning of the second term of 
classes brought some new members to EBA3, 
and we have welcomed LT and Mrs. George 
Wilkins, LT and Mrs. Ronald Gracy and 
LT and Mrs. Casimir Lawler to our ranks. 
Several members of the section took. ad-
vantage of the brief respite between terms 
to do some traveling. John and Mary Clin-
ton spent the weekend seeing the sights of 
San Francisco, whi le Herb and Lau rie Segel-
horst had a most un-relaxing '!vacation ," 
camping in Yosemite. 
October 22 was the date or the wives 
meeting, planned this month by Lee Quigley 
and Laurie Segelhorsl. The luncheon was 
hell:! at the Ginza Restaurant, where those 
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COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN FURNISHINGS 
CARPETS AND DRAPERIES FREE ESTIMATES 
ETHAN ALLEN 
l1e«lIetlJ tJtIt4 1M- ~«t Z'_ 
Come in ond o,k lor your copy 01 the 
Ethon Allen T reo,ury 01 Furniture 
Carpet Showroom Mople Shoppe 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
497 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
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present enjoyed some delicious Japanese 
dishes. 
Many section bridge parties have been 
held in the past few weeks, and Lee Fisler, 
Ruth Williams and Pat COseD have each 
entertained the group in their respective 
homes. 
A very successful pre-Halloween section 
party was held on October 26 in the Copper 
Cup Room of the Postgraduate School. 
Monte and Tanya D'Armand were hosts for 
the affair, and they did an outstanding job 
in planning a delightful evening. The room 
was adorned with colorful Halloween dec-
orations and a tempting buffet table, and 
the highlight of the evening was the award-
ing oC door prizes. The lucky couples were: 
First prize, Tom and Trudye Lutton ; second 
prize, Fred and Jackie Victor ; third prize, 
George and Peggie Wilkins; fourth prize, 
THE CLASSMATE 
Dave and Jacque Thompson, and fifth prize, 
Ron and Joyce Gracy. 
Section EBD2 members and their wives 
met at the Officers' Club for dinner before 
attending the Autumn Fantasy Ball. A good 
time was had by all. 
Section wives of EBD2 spent a very enjoy-
able afternoon on Saturday, November 2. 
With free babysitters available at home, we 
met for lunch at June Simpson's of Carmel. 
An interesting and humorous highlight of 
the luncheon was an impromptu "Change-
of-Command" ceremony between Wanda 
Puckett and Teeny Peba. 
flrrry 
<nqrtstmus 
for groups of 40 or more ... plan a 
Smorgasbord 
Luncheon 












Religious art from all over the world and 
representing all of the world 's major reli-
gions will be on display at the Uni ted States 
Naval Postgraduate School this month. 
The occasion will be the Religious Art 
Show sponsored by the Catholic Chapel 
Guild of the USNPGS and the Naval Air 
Facility in the school ballroom in Herrmann 
Hall on December 6, 7 and 8. 
The show will be open from 1 to 5 p.m. 
and from 7 to 9 p.m. on Friday and Satur-
day, December 6 and 7, and from 1 to 8 
p.m. Sunday, December 8. There will be no 
admission charge. 
All art media, from oil paintings to mo-
saics, and from tapestries to sculpture, will 
be included. The value of the individual 
pieces will range from under $10 to over 
$3,500 . 
The art has all been drawn from the Mon-
terey Peninsula area. The greater pact is the 
work of local aTtists, but several pieces are 
being loaned by area owners 50 that the 
show wlll provide a more complete idea of 
what is available in the world of religious 
art. 
Most of the pieces which will be on dis-
play are for sale, but nothing will be sold 
on the premises. Hostesses lrom the Catholic 
Chapel Guild will be on hand with lists of 
the price of each piece and where it can 
be obtained. 
Mrs. James E. Connorton and Mrs. Ed-
mond Ingley are co<hainnen of the show, 
which is being presented under the direction 
of LCOR J. J. O'Connor, ChC, USNPGS 
Catholic chaplain, and Father James Kin-
caid, who is temporarlly assisting him here. 
WETTING A STRIPE 
CDR Jim Day, CDR John Mape, CDR 
Roy Smith and LCOR Hanlr. French were 
hosts at a Wetting Down Party for Section 
MNA3d at the Presidio Ball Room on Octo-
ber 25. The party was continued at the 
Warehouse. 
Bill Snyder and Jim Canner hosted a 
wonderful Wetting Down Party in the Cop-
per Cup Room celebrating the third big 
stripe. Very fine party indeed! Congratula-
tions all. 
CDR R. Moore, CDR A. P. Lesperance 
and LCDR F. X. Dowd were hosts for a 
section party which Uwet-down" thdr new 
stripes. They entertained in the Copper 
Cup Room. 
Miss Shirley Clausson, daughter oE Mr. 
and Mrs. Vernon Clausson of Long Beach, 
and LT J ohn Heiges, USN, of MOC3, were 
married at a military ceremony in St. An-
thony's Catholic Church in Long Beach 
October 12. 
John's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton 
Dick Searle Appliances 
GENERAL 8 ELECTRIC 
w. se''fice 011 popular brands-
6 clays a wee! 
PHONE 394-6505 
680 BROADWAY SEASIDE. CALIF. 
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Heiges of Minneapolis, were in Long Beach 
lor the wedding. H is sister, Miss Mary 
Heiges of Minneapolis, was Shirley'S maid 
of honor. 
A reception at the uisure World Club 




This month's cover is graced by the paint-
ing, ffMidnight at the Mission" done by 
noted Carmel artist, Kay Aflund. 
The charming Miss Aflund is the wife of 
a professional artist, Frank Moore. Presented 
with a box of paints and encouraged by her 
husband, she began painting. After she had 
done a few paintin~ her husband encour-
aged her to join the art associa tions he was 
aHiliated with. She agreed to submit her 
paintings but under her maiden name, want-
ing to be accepted solely on her own merit. 
This she was, by the juries of the Cal ifornia 
Palace of the Legion of Honor and the 
Carmel Art Association. 
The painting of the lights in the tower 
of the Mission was done as the result of an 
inspiring Christmas Eve drive many years 
ago. Driving to their home, Miss Aflund 
saw lights in the tower of the Carmel Mis~ 
sion and to her knowledge there never had 
been any before and thue hasn't been any 
Slllce. 
Miss Aflund also enjoys painting the 
wi ldlife that frequent her ga rden and has 
done many paintings of the interesting cot-
tages that line the quaint streets of Carmel. 
-Mary A"." McCloskey 
International Affairs 
An ff lnternational AHairs" discussion 
group is being formed. H you are interested, 
you may have further information by con-
tacting Liz Bradley, 624-5712, before Jan-
uary 1. 




114 ,t4dJe ~aeteHda 
DINE IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF OLD MEXICO 
Also Food fa Take Out 





Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Apodaca 
962 Columbus Avenue 
(Behind the Crocker.Anglo Bonk) 
Seaside. California 
Be pampered and beautified In an atmosphere you' /I enjoy 
OAK GROVE BEAUTY SALON 
(A Cary Shap wi,h a Lovely View) 
1291 FREMONT. CORNER SLOAT PHONE FRontier 2-6150 MONTEREY 
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USMC BIRTHDAY 
~'" ~ .. }' 
Accorc/ing to ' roc/ilion, ,lie youngest Marine reee;.,., his piKe 01 col •. Mrs. Hugh H. Good"in, 
CAPT R. D. Risser. LT Froni/in D. Richey onel L1 COL H. H. Stirling 
Marine OHicers and their lad ies cdebrar· 
cd the 188th anniversary of the founding of 
the United States Marine Corps on Satur-
day, November 9. The birthday ball and 
dinner was held in the Bali Room, Herr-
mann Hall. 
US HtJYY photo 
Cocktai ls commenced at 1830 and con-
tinued until dinner was served. The main 
cou rse for dinner was steaL:. or lobster. 
The traditional cake cutting ceremony 
commenced with the playing of the ffMarine 
Corp. Hymn." LCOL H. H. Stirling read 
Your store for women's and little girl's fashions 
A SPECIAL INVITATION 
TO THE 
MAN OF THE FAMILY 
you ore cordially invited to come in 
and let us help you select the proper 
gifts on your Christmas list, the right 
sizes and the price that you want to 
pay. We will then gift wrap them 
with the prettiest wrappings found 
anywhere, at no extra charge. 
I. use our new rear entrance off the f,ee 
porking lot entrance on Tyler St. 
2. a charge account is waiting for you 
A SPECIAL INVITATION 
TO THE 
WOMAN OF THE FAMILY 
you too are cordially invited to come 
in and we will outfit you in the most 
beautiful fashions for evening or 
casual wear. 
and don't forget , we have a lovely 
selection of children's fashions for the 
girl who wears size 3 to 6x or 7 to 14. 
3. S & H gleen stomps also given 
4. BonkAmelicord honored 
5. open every night unt il Christmos beginning Decem ber 2 
TELEPHONE 372.5176 
469 ALVARADO MONTEREY 
BALL 
8rigodier General H. N. Lyon, LT COL S,irling 
and Mrs. Stirling 
US Noyy pboto 
the Commandant's Birthday message. The 
guest of honor was BRIC CEN H. N. Lyon. 
Other honored guests were VADM H. H. 
Coodwin (USN-Ret.). CAPT R. D. Risser, 
and LCOL Thomas Ceorge, USA. 
The decorations were particularly beauti· 
ful and were due to the fine efforts of the 
Marine Office r Wives, under the supervuion 
of Mrs. Dorothy Treado. Dancing continued 
until 0200 to the music of Vince Risso's 
Trio. 
Banquet Rooms with sweeping view of 




Mr. Gene SweO'ny 
PC1t Pettit phoTo 
Cene Sweany, our Advertiser· of - the-
Month, is all in favor of the Navy !!grape-
vine." 
For because of referrals from old satisfied 
Navy cus tomers, many new Navy people ar-
riving on the Peninsula have made thei r way 
to Monterey Pharmacy on Fremont Boule-
vard. Mr. Sweany, co-owner of the pharmacy 
with Henry Jones, is gratified to find that 
Navy people Hspread the word" about good 
service, and good service is the by·word at 
Monterey Pharmacy. 
Mr. Sweany, a native of Los Angeles, has 
been interested in pharmacy since child-
hood, perhaps because his grandfather was 
a pharmacist. He began working in the pro· 
Cession as a stock boy in his teens and went 
on to graduate from the School of Pharmacy 
at the University of Southern California. 
Mr. Sweany has been at Monterey Pharmacy 
(or three of the four years he has lived on 
the Peninsula. 
At their home in Del Monte Woods, our 
Advertiser-of-the-Month and his wife, Betty, 
enjoy gardening as a hobby. They have one 
son, Mark, who is seven yea rs old. 
Co-owner of the Monterey Pharmacy, Mr. 
Jones is a member of the local Navy League 
and is well known in Navy circles. Both he 
and Mr. Sweany are justifiably proud of 
the service at their establishment and fair 
prices. One outstanding fea ture is their pol-
icy of delivery se rvice, available every day 
except Sunday. Also of particular interest 
is their complete line of hypo·allergenic cos-
metics. The pharmacy is open Monday 
through Friday until 9 p.m. and until 6 
p.m. on Saturday. 
So f9r their outstanding service and 
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PING: SUBMARINERS SPONSOR 
GOLF TOURNAMENT 
The last 20 seconds of the four day long 
Submariners Hole in One Tournament de-
cided the winner. The tournament took 
place at the Navy Calf Course from Novem-
ber 8 through November II. On the second 
day, LT Dick Morgan came the closest to 
the pin, 7% in. To the last 20 seconds he 
was the tournament winner; however, along 
came CDR Larry Eding. In a last minute 
attempt, he shot five balls which are yet to 
be found; but his sixth and last ball stopped 
71,4 in. from the pin. It's amazing to think 
that out of over 6000 balls shot, the very 
last Olle was the winning shot. The Com-
mander won a complete set of golf clubs. 
The Lieutenant won the second grand prize, 
a brand new golf cart. Other winners were: 
.J. M. Hoffman 121h in., Mark Hil""lel 151h 
in. on Friday. Saturday-Dick Morgan 7"¥s 
in ., Al Foster 81h in. Sunday-Earl Smith 
91,4 in., Norman Dana 93,4 in. Monday-
CDR Larry Eding 71h in. , and CPO John 
Baker 9"¥s in. The golf clubs were donated 
by pro Joe Higuera, CPO Louis O'Rourle 
and CPO Joe Manucal of the Navy pro 
shop. 
. The proceeds from the contest are to ben-
efit the Thresher Memorial Fund and 
amounted to $501. As of November I I , 
1963, the Submariners of the Postgraduate 
School have contributed and collected a 
r.rand total of $1850 toward the families of 
those lost on the Thresher. 
On October 2.3, the Submariner's wives 
attended a dessert coffee and bridge in the 
Copper Cup Room. It was decided that the 
group would meet approximately every third 
month. The time and place will be decided 
by the hostesses. 
On the 22nd, 2.3rd and 24th of Novem-
ber, the USS Raton, Submarine, was ported 
in the Monterey Bay and was the scene for 
an orientation for some non-Submariners to 
the Silent Service. Special tours and activi-
ties were planned for the visiting Nava l 
Officers. Along with the other activities, a 
reception in their honor was held on No-
vember 2.3 at the Postgraduate School. 
Also on the Submariners Calendar was 
their regular monthly meeting held Novem-




(Submari ne Cookbooks) 
are now avai lable 
Call 
Terry Caston at 
372-7756 
Extra copies are available 
Price $3 .00 
Benefit Submarine Scholarship Fund 
OPEN 1 P.M . . 5:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS 
New a nd Use d Ployer Pia nos 
Piano and Orga n Rentals 
~. 11[££ ~a:D£ .& ~.on 
MUSIC STORE 
PIANO MAINTENANCE · MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
STORY" CLARK PIANOS 
PIANO MAINTENANCE · MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS· STORY" CLARK PIANOS 
Special - Hammond Home Model Organ $995.00 
746 Broadway Pho ne 394·5914 Seaside, California 
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 
Introducing J ackie Meeks, our new Inter-
national Chairman, as she and Lupe Villa-
nueva, the outgoing chairman, discuss plans 
fo r the Winter Food Festival to be held on 
December 6. This annual aHaif features the 
festive dishes from other countri es and gives 
the American Potluclc. an International nair. 
A gala evening is being planned (or aiL 
The fifty-six International wives will all 
have fond memories of Lupe when she and 
Jodi. M •• b Gftti Lupe 
Yilfaltue.,o discuss 
ill'.,,,ot;o/t01 cl/airs 
her husband leave Monterey in March. Her 
genuine and warm personal interest bas 
helped the wives of o(fi~ rs from other 
countries in their adjuslment to the United 
States and the Postgraduate School. Jack.ie~ 
who has been work.ing with the International 
Committee. possesses the wonderful ingre-
dients for a highly successful association as 
our Chairman. Ruth Mdcal! 
DON'T WAIT FOR SANTA 
CLEAN R:.JGS NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
Don't be ashamed of your rugs when guest s drop in. 
Call us now for beautiful rugs in just 3 days. 
20% J)isroll"t 
(;0511 & C,.rry 
571 E. FRAN1tL1N ST. FR 3-H55 MONTEREY 
..At ilton r------. 
CLEANB,s Iii: 7 
RUGS DRAPES BLANKETS 
fi,ht H04Ir s.n.ice 
'id·.,p 0" Deli.,." 
CURTAINS 
Knits and Hand Knits Blocked to Yaur Own Measurements 
All Fancy Garments Hand Cleaned 




OVER THE RIVER 
Over the river and throu,h 'lie woods, 
To Grandmolh~s house we go, 
The horse lnows the wa'1 to cafT} the slei,h, 
0' er white, and drifted snow. 
Over the river and through the woods, 
Oh, how the wind doth blow, 
II stings the nose and bites the toes, 
As over the ground we go. 
Ovet the river and lhrou,h the woods, 
A1I4 sLrai,hL Lhr01l,h the barnyard gate, 
n' e seem to go extremel" slow, 
It is so hard to wait. 
Over the river and through the woods. 
Now Grandmothe';s cap I sn, 
HurTah for the fun, is the pudding done'! 
Hurrah for the />.m/>lin />ie! 
SPEAKERS 
AVAILABLE 
Copies of Monterey Peninsula College's 
1963-1~ F.culty Speakers Bureau Direc-
tory have been mailed to Peninsula clubs 
and organizations. 
The directory, prepared by the college's 
public relations office, law 28 faculty mem-
ben and administrators who are prepared 
to speak. on a wide variety of subjects. 
The list includes Don Borden, Marshall 
Chatwin, Jerry Colter, Larry Cummins, S. Y. 
Cutler, Grace Donlin, Dr. Merlin E. Eiseo-
bise, Al Giordano, David W. Hopk.ins, Jr., 
Dr. Frederick R. Huber, Stephen James, Dr. 
Reuben Johnson, Mn. Edith J. Karas, Dr. 
J .ck Leach, Dr. Harvey Marshall, CharI.,. 
MuLlr.ey, Philip Nash, Arthur Osw.ld, Rich-
ard Robinson, Thomas F. Saake, John G . 
Schaub, Barbara Shapiro, Riehud H. Snih-
be, Warren SpindJer, H. Duncan Sprague, 
Morgan Stock, Dr. [delle Sulleru .nd Frank-
lin A. Young. 
Extra copies of the dircclory are available 
without charge in the MPC public relationl 
office. Program chairmen wishing to make 
arrangements for speakers may telephone 
Miss Shirlie Stoddard, 375.9821, Exten-
sion 25. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
December 4: 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club, Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social, 8:30 
December 5: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS GoH Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 
December 6: 
J nternational Winter Food Festi\'al , 
7,30 p.m. , NAF 
o Club, Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 7: 
o Club, Dinner, 7 p.m., Dancing, 8:30 
December II : 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club, Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social, 8:30 
December 12: 
Ladies' Day, USNPCS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 
December 13: 
o Club, Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 14: 
Little Theater Production "Cinderella," 
King Hall, 3,30 p.m. 
o Club, Dinner, 7 p.m., Dancing, 8:30 
December 15: 
Little Theater Production "Cinderella," 
King Hall, 3,30 p.m. 
o Club, Family Buffet, 5 p.m.-8 p.m. 
December 18, 
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 9:30 a.m. 
o Club, Dinner, 6:30 p.m., Social, 8:30 
December 19: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7 :30 p.m. 
Graduation 
December 20: 
o Club, Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
Jam Session at 0 Club, 9 to 12 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Balancing 
Front Alignment and Service 
Brake Service 
Muffler and Tail Pipe Service 
December 21 : 
o Club, Dinner, 7 p.m., Dancing, 8:30 
December 26: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 
December 27: 
OClub, Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:30 p.m. 
December 28: 
o Club, Dinner, 7; No dancing tonight 
December 31 : 
o Club, Dinner and New Year's Eve 
Celebration. Make reservations in 
advance. 
January 2: 
Ladies' Day, USNPGS Golf Course 
Duplicate Bridge, 7:.30 p.m. 
January.3: 
o Club,Ship 'n Shore Dinner, 6:.30 p.m. 
January 4: 
o Club, Dinner, 7 p.m., Dancing, 8:30 
The 0 Club will serve a Family Buffet 
on December 15 at 5 p.m., foll owing the 
Little Theater productioll, nCinderella." 
Fried chicken, spareribs and all the trim-
mings will be a perfect topper for the fam-
ily after the play. 
The 0 Club urges you to make your New 




TIRES - TUBES - BATIERIES 




Stephen Eric, 6 lbs. 5 07.. , September 13, 
to L T and Mrs. Terrell Cantrell of RZZ2a. 
Christina Maria, 8 Ibs. 1 oz., October 20, 
to CAPT and Mrs. Gene Sasso of RZZ2a. 
Patrick Michael, 6 Ibs. 15 oz., October 30, 
to Frank and Lee Quigley of EBA3. 
Jill Patricia, 8 lbs. 3 07.., October 31 , to 
Larry and Margie Tel£er of EBB2. 
Jeffrey Richard, 7 lbs. 11 07.. , October .30, 
to Danny and Pat Coates of EBB2. 
Stephanie Ann, 5 Ibs. 12 07.., to Sut and 
Jan Clark of EBB2. 
Greg Richard , 6 lbs. 8 oz., October 25, to 
Dick and SaUy Jensen of EBB2. 
Scott Richard, October 30, to Wayne and 
Joan Fritz. 
Marianna, 8 Ibs. 15 oz. , October 26, to 
John and Carol Holland of SAC3b. 
Margo, 9 Ibs. , November 5, to Alex and 
Joyce Malikoff of SMD3b. 
Gregory David, 9 Ibs. 5 oz. , November 5, 
to Ann and Ken Russell 01 R002b. 
A daughter, October 26, to the Vern 
O'Riley, of MNA3b. 
Thomas John, Jr., 6 Ibs., November 1, to 
Thomas and Angela Miklos of NHA2. 
Stephen Brady, 7 Ibs. 13 oz., October 26, 
to Charlotte and Bert Mass of R002a. 
Wright A., Ill , 7 Ibs. 9 oz., October 2, to 
LCDR and Mrs. W. A. Brunson, Jr. of 
CMA3. 
Teresa Leigh, 7 Ibs., October 22, to L T 
and Mrs. G. M. Gales of CMA3. 
William MacDonald, 9 lbs. i oz., October 
4, to LT and Mrs. William E. Solms of 
CAB3. 
William Batt, 7 Ibs. 1 07.., October 25, to 
L T and Mrs. William E. Turlay of CAB3. 
J ames Michael, 8 Ibs. 7 oz., November 2, 
10 LCDR and Mrs. Richard P. Ralph of 
DAA3. 
Charles Timothy, 8 lbs. 1.3 oz. , October 
22, to L T and Mrs. Neil E. O'Connor. 
Karen Key, 9 lbs. 1 oz., October 13, to 
LT and Mrs. Alan J. J acobsen. 
Lisa Jane, 9 lbs., October 30, to LT and 
Mrs. William Knodle of MOC2. 
James Timothy, 7 Ibs. 8 oz., November 2, 
to LT and Mrs. D. W. Sleven80n of MOC2. 
Richard Scruggs, III, 9 Ibs. 8 oz., October 
30, to LT and Mrs. R. S. Anderson, Jr. 
Darby Kent, 7 lbs. 8 oz., November 14, to 
L T and Mrs. B. F. Doe of CAA2. 
Laura, 8 lbs. 12 oz., October 30, to Joel 
and Sara Crandall of WUA2. 
AND 
Twins--Patricia Ann, 4 Ibs. 12 oz., and 
Paula Jean, 5 lbs. 4 oz., October 17, to 
Clare and Dick Daum of CAC2. 
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ACTIVITIES 
TUESDAY NIGHT LEAGUE 
The Tuesday Night League is going at top 
speed now-Iou of competition and, of 
course, loads of excitement. A ~-7 split was 
expertly picked up by Edna Hesk:r and 
Joyce Wigent picked up a 5·10 split, not 
once but twice in one game to uci le the 
group. 
Ou r petite Barbara NOIZ bowled a mighty 
192 game, only 10 be lopped by Phyllis 
Yc:rly with a 194 game the: following week, 
which is the lOp game to date. A teTririe 
high scrie5 of 493 is held by our Secretary, 
Lila Skalla. Lila also holds a high average 
of 145. What a bowler! 
-Lydia Rubin 
• 
W EDNESDAY NIGHT LEAGUE 
We've had some fightin' competition and 
exciting games in our league so far. Many 
tums are neck and neck and are jockeying 
for first, second and third positions. 
Our league has secn some: beautiful split 
pickups. Two of the girls who had thtir 
traiming tye" synchronized wert Joyce 
Knapp with a 4-10 pickup and Kay Cillts-
pie with a 6-7-10 pickup. 
On to bowling and mort news for you 
IItxl time Wt mtel. 
-Nanc, Gamber 
• 
BALL AND CHAIN LEAGUE 
The Navy Ball and Chain Leagut, having 
ruchtd tilt half way point, is now prtpar-
ing for tht banquet to be hdd in Decembtr. 
Much hard bowling, chtcring and lots of 
fun in gtneral is being had by all. 
The high ICriea honors go to Johnny 
Johnson, 571 and Jan Ope-zio, 5.34. 
Al Carena and Jim Varnadore are carry-
ing a 230 for men's high game and Tanya 
D'Armond has women's high game with 213. 
--Jacque Thompson 
• 
THURSDAY MORNING LEAGUE 
Thert hasn't been any outstanding difftr-
tnces thill month. 
Bttly CriUith has be.tn doing somt bowl-
ing latdy like picking up tht 3-7 split. 
Norma Ktttitwell was btaming a wtek ago 
whtn sht won the prize money for that day 
which WaJ the most spares picked up in a 
singlt game. And though thtre wert many 
rivals, she bowled seven spares to win. 
Dodie Desseyn "ill hold. high game, 199, 
and high aeries with a 529 for the league. 
s.uy Grillith i. in second place lor high 
game, 195, and Wilma Clemtnts holds 5CC-
?nd place for high stries, 504. Spealing of 
Improved bowling, Marian Kuykendall 
bowltd a 499 series on November 7 for third 
place and she also holds third place for high 
game. That's greal bowling, Marian! Keep it 
up! These scores are without handicaps . 
. One ~right .!Iide in having a bad morning 
III bowling if one can win the prize money. 
Barbara Burkemper was at least smiling 
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when she won for having the lowest game 
several weeD back. And Marilyn Hoffman's 
unlucky splits paid 0(( a few weeks ago 
when she walked off with the prile. AJ· 
though Peggy Bough lost her pin count on 
November 7, she was richer by $1 when her 
foot slid so beautifully over the foul line. 
Some interesting bits of news : One team, 
the A.M.ER'S Millie Maylield, Joan Todd 
and Barbara Fleming all purcha~d the same 
color bowling balls. They have changed 
their team name to the Blue Belles. Ann 
Hyatt also bought a new ball but she pre-
ferred a hot looking red. Every time the 
roving photographer tries to get The Slow 
Starters' picture the flash won't work. Three 
times Betty Donnelly, Lorraine Schnell and 
Barbara Taylor smiled sweetly without 
success. 
As yet no one in the league has struck in 
the 3rd, 6th and 9th frames. We are hoping 
someone will win soon! 
Anyone interested in substituting for our 
bowling league please contact Barbara Flem-
ing, 375-9473. All substitutes are required 
to be.long to or join WIBC and the Officers 
Wives Club but the bowling is free. 
-Barbara Flemin, 
GREAT DECISIONS . . . 1964 
Now is the time for YOU to bccomt 
better informed on world aHairs and to let 
your opinion be known to your govern-
mental representatives. The Officers Wives 
Club of the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School 
will be prCS(nting a ntw and highly provoc-
ative activity: The Creat Decisions Program. 
The CDP is an annual citizens review, 
by Americans in their own communities., of 
key foreign policy f'decisioll5" now facing 
the nalion and people. These major issues 
are studied and debated in infonnal, self 
administering di5CUssion groups meeting 
once a week for eight weeks. Meetings may 
take place in homes, churches, schools-
anywhere that is convenient. 
You may be wondering by now how to 
take part in this program. The only require-
ments for those who are interested are to be 
a member of the Wives Club, and to obtain 
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a Fact Sheet Kit. Among other things the 
Fact Sheet Kit contains Fact Sheets on eight 
topics which are compiled by the Foreign 
Policy Association, a private:., nation-wide, 
non-partisan, educational agency. The ef-
forts of the FPA have been praised by former 
President EiICnhower, and by many other 
distinguished American statesmen, church-
men and civic leaders. 
The topics and suggested diacussion 
schedule is as follows: 
1. Week 01 February 9-
World Communism Today 
-How Great the Danger? 
2. Wetk 01 February 16-
France and the West 
-Will Atlantic Unity Survive? 
,. Week 01 February 23-
Egypl and the Middle Easl 
-What Prospect.! for Stability? 
4. Week 01 March 1-
Disarmament 
-Alternative to the Balance of Terror? 
5. Wetk 01 March S-
Castro's Cuba 
-Challenge to the Americas? 
6. Wetk 01 March 15-
Indonesia 
-Guided or Misguided Democracy? 
7. Week 01 March 22-
Fordgn Aid 
-How Long? How Much? For What? 
8. Wetk 01 March 29-
Ideological Warfare 
-Who's Winning? 
The discussion groups will be limited to 
from 6-12 people. For registration or addi-
tjonal information pleue call Liz Bradley, 
624-5712. Fact Sheel Kits will be ordered 
by Lil. Each complete kit is priced at $1.50 
and there is no additional charge of any 
k.ind for the program. Please register early 
as there is a great deal of organilational 
work to be done and there will be some 
delay in obtaining the Fact Sheets. 
• • • 
Beginning November 18, the pool will bt 
open weekdays, Monday through Friday 
Irom II 10 2 p.m. The pool will be c/os<d 
on holidays and weekends. 
BOWLERS 
Women's Day Leagues Join Now! 
free instruction and beginners d a sses 
Monday 11 a.m. and Thursday 1 p.m. 
FREE NURSERY 
SECTION PARTIES 
• COCf(TAIL LOUNGE 
LUNCHEONS COFFEE SHOP 
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